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THE WHITE HOUSE

WA S H N GTO N

April 9, 1.970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

71/4 /t

Dr. Paine has recently visited Japan and Australia and has met in

Waoshington with representatives of the European space organizations.

In all of the conversations, he found substantial interest for foreign

participation in the U. S. space program and particularly in the
space station/space shuttle efforts.

Dr. Paine notes in the attached letter to you that substantive coop-
eration in our program raises many complex problems for both the
U. S. and for the foreign participants. As one example, NASA is
presently discussing with State the kinds of assurances of access

to and use of the proposed jointly developed new.systems that the

U. S. should be prepared to give foreign collaborators in order to
win their participation.

Space offers an outstanding opportunity for international cooperation.

I am concerned, however, that in his enthusiasm for achieving a
broadened base of cooperation, Dr. Paine is essentially committing

us to the development of both the space station and space shuttle in
the near term. Preliminary economic analysis ?ndicates that such

6ommitment in„...for example, FY 1972, will create extremely large

expenditures in the FY 1973-77 time period and will not provide any

real payoff .until the mid.-1.980s. Furthermore, the escalating cost
estimates for the shuttle program raise serious questions about the

desirability of committing to thi.s approach, future space launch

operations.

For these reasons, we have asked NASA to make an in-depth study

of the space shuttle program this year for use in the FY 1972 budget

review process. After the study is made, we should be in a better

position to discuss a firm commitment.
DECLASSIFIED
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Dick Speier never did come down to read
this.



February Z8, 1970

To: James Keogh

From: Torn A hitehead

I have not yet had a chance to read this but will do
so over the weekend and discuss it with Lee Huebner
on Monday.

Memo Shapley/Whitehead enclosing suggested
revisions in draft of the President's statement on
space.

CTWhitehead:jm



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

February 26, 1970
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
The White House

Enclosed are our suggested revisions in the draft of the President's
statement on space that was agreed to last January.

The two principal suggestions are new paragraphs on (1) international
cooperation, including an announcement that we will invite the par-
ticipation of foreign astronauts and (2) the "Grand Tour" planetary
missions later in the decade as the most interesting new missions
included in the Space Task Group Report but not previously announced
as a part of the program. In addition, we have suggested language
clarifying the paragraph on the Apollo Applications orbital workshop
and giving it its new name of "SKYLAB," updated the statement where
necessary to reflect the fact it now follows rather than precedes the
submission of the Budget, and suggested a number of miscellaneous
editorial changes. For your convenience, there is attached a list of
the changes with a brief explanation of each.

We understand that you will staff this through Jim Keogh's shop as
indicated in Mr. Flanigan's letter to Dr. Paine of January 28. Our
most recent information is that the statement is now scheduled for
release on Saturday, March 7. Please let us know if there is to be
any change in this date.

We will be glad to discuss these suggestions or other aspects of the
statement whenever you wish. I assume we will have an opportunity to
comment on the final draft prior to its elease.

Enclosures

illis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator





NASA Recommended Changes in Draft of Jan. 8, 1970 

Page 2 - Insert "A" at end of first paragraph. This makes clear the relation

of the statement to the Budget message.

Pages 2 & 3 - Eliminate the words "first," "second," and "third" to avoid

implying an order of priority among the three "general purposes"

discussed.

Page 3 - Insert "B". Language expanding on the relevance of the scientific

knowledge from space. This seems more appropriate than the material

which now appears at the point.

Page 3 - Last paragraph: editorial changes to sharpen examples.

Page 4 - "work in space" seems better than "space travel."

Page 4 - Insert "C" adds suggested language supporting the importance of

continued lunar exploration.

Page 4 - Last line: "will" is better since President has decided this in

his Budget.

Page 5 - "Work is underway on . . ." better characterizes the status of the

Viking project which was approved by Congress last year and is now

under contract.

Page 5 - Insert "D". In accordance with Dr. Paine's White House discussions,

this highlights the "Grand Tour" missions later in the decade as a

specific objective which the President can now announce.

Page 5 - Par. 3: We prefer "use of space" to"space operations" as more accurate

and "rocket" to "missile" as less warlike sounding.

Page 6 - First paragraph: Wording changes to clarify status of AAP Workshop

project (well along) and to refer to it by its new name: "SKYLAB".



Page 6 - Second paragraph: Insertion of "and develop" is necessary to avoid

implication that design will "begin" all through the decade. 1971

Budget included funds for beginning design. This change is essential

and was agreed to in Shapley-Whithead conversation prior to deferral

of statement in January.

Page 7 - Paragraph 6: Underline "international cooperation" for consistency

with other paragraphs. Insert "In the long run . ." as a necessary

qualification to the point being made.

Page 7 - Insert "E" - Adds a new paragraph to item 6 to place more emphasis

on international aspects as agreed at Dr. Paine's White House

meeting. Includes first official U.S. announcement on foreign

astronauts. Foreign astronaut participation is linked to space

shuttle-space station projects as the first practical opportunity

for foreign astronauts in the current U.S. program. Foreign astronaut

participation is also tied to "broad involvement" and "contribution"

by the foreign nations to the space shuttle-space station programs

by the foreign nations so as to be consistent with our attempt to

secure meaningful participation by the other countries. Reference

to foreign astronauts as "candidates" and to their participation

in U.S. Training programs are needed to make it clear that flight

opportunities cannot be guaranteed in advance to specific foreign

(or U.S.) astronauts and that the astronauts will have to be trained

to U.S. standards.

Pages 7 & 8 - Paragraph starting "But we must also . . " could now be

omitted in view of the fact that the Budget has now been submitted

and because it repeats points made earlier on Page 1 and Page 4.





(Iluel»lo,r) J3K

With NASA's suggested revisions - 2-26-70
(W. H. Shapley - 13-24715)

jallklii.Xy 8, 3970

PROPOSED STATEMF.',NT•ON THE FUTURE
017 THE U. S. SPACE PROGRAM

• It was just a little over one year ago that men first saw the

Earth as it appears from the Moon. In the last.twelve months,

men from our planet have traveled to the Moon on four occasions

and twice they have walked on its. surface.. With these unforget- •

table experiences, we have gained a new perspective on ourselves

and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new

perspective on our space program as well. Having completed

that long stride into the future which has been our goal for the

past decade, we must now define new goals which make sense for

the. Seventies. We must build on the SUC CC Sscs of the past, always

reaching out for new achievements.. But we Must also recognize

that many critical problems on this planet make higher priority

demands on our attention and our resources. By no means should

we allow our space program to stagnate. But -- with the entire

future and the entire universe before us -- .we should not try to do

everything at once. In short, our approach to space must continue

to be bold -- but it also must be balanced.

When this Administration came into office, there were no

clear, comprehensive plans for our space program after the first".,



-Z-

Apollo landing. • To help remedy this. situation, I established Jast

February a Space Task Group, headed by the Vice President:, to

study possibilities for the future of that: program. Their report

was presented to me in September. After reviewing that report and

considering our national priorities, I have reached a number of

conclusions concerning the future pace and direction of the' nation's

Space efforts, (Insert "A")

In my judgment:, three general' purposes should guide our space

program in the years to come.
One

(-aalttis exploration. From time immemorial, man has
A

•insisted on venturing ,into the unknown despite his inability to pre-

dict precisely the value of any given exploration. ne-has been

willing to take ris “3, willing to be surprised, willing to .adapt to

new experiences. Man has come to feel that: such quests arc worth-

while in and of themselves -- for they represent one way in which

he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A great

'nation must always be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain

great:.

Another and related
0....s.Qc..41.n4)6purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge

--- a greater systematic understanding about: ourselves and our uni-

verse.. With each of our space ventures, man's total information



• 

about flit natUre has been dramalically expanded; the human race was

able to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last

summer than had been learned in all the centuries that had gone

(Insert "B") •
before./ Pire•-iTePop+c-xvircr-p-c-rf-arm-tiri-s-irrxprrri.a-ni-'werrlt--aTe-atevi.-eniy-

44(.4se-vAika.-wa;li-i.n. -6-14a €4:-6.k144.4- 4,34.-€••• 4.-Ailli.4)41-s--watG14-ox-tILQ.g.r.e- 114)1Q -

Suggest
Deletion

p,,S,U-GQ4.44Q.c.-4.14-1,a.:1coxa.-tko-r-i4e-s...a.a.v.1.a,.ficQ..s.,...xulac.r.e.-I.I.e.dic_a..t.e.c1;

1 iIteittiYirtt-nvert-att.el-w-oli-t-ex-c4ee•ir4--)-e-v--n-e•w-f•ae4s-ao.4€1-a441-4,14 Q-144- i.G1 -(4.3.41.

e0 PAW,- 4A-v,,i),..y.s-w-h4-€..4)--r-o-v.e.a1.-te.ry-•tkiiiii.s.r--4:11-4.e.-a-14i-144i,c+s-E4.-t,14e-&-e.

ae4et-14:4,9s.-eeri.s4.itivt.t.e--oi-e-e.1--cpu-r-rti-o-s4-mtt-lki-a-ll-e..-n.a.t-i-oi-K.4,1-41-e-s.e.ia T-0-0-S-4-

; 4-04#‘0. -1iha4- fli.)^0.' -fii, ee- F14.-6.14e€1-lae.;1-1;44-iage-pQ-o.1):1403-4.14,- t.las ill

\\ wo.Pk-a.H.4- 6 4.-kokk-l-d-e- -a-ti•te+i-t.i.ve-‘e -41-a-e•i43.--s-uttge-6-14604--1.4

equal importance.
• A third goal ofA41:1-A.,b-k4q1i604 -Slift-ift+S. -6,14a £.0-. 041:4)a;$0is that of practi-

cal. application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the

early benefit: of life on Earth. Examples of such lessons are
. •
mani-

the ability to send color televi-sion across the oceans,
fold; they range from nev., medical. insights to(fteas*-m-e-threK4g-oi;
and better weather forecasts to and
-c-ovrryrtnri-c-orti-erar) from new management techniques(LeAlow ways of

providing energy. But these lessons will not apply themselves; we

must make a concerted effort to see that the results of our space

research are used to the maximum advantage of the human corn-

Inunity.
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We must SC'e our space effort:, then, not only as an adventure

of today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to

the Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, these undertak-

ings have provided an exciting .adventure for all mankind1 and we

arc proud that it was our nation that: met this challenge. But the

most important: thing about man's first footsteps on the Moon is

what they promise for the future.
work in

We must realize that space(kre..vve-Dwill be a part of our lives
A

for the rest of time. We must think of it as a continuing process

— One which will go on day in and day out, year in and year out

and not as a series of separate leaps, each requiring a massive

concentration of energy and will and accomplished on a crash time-

table. What we do in space from here on(i4must become a normal

and regular part of our national life and must therefore be planned

in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which arc also

important to us, Space expenditures, in short, must take their

proper place within a 3;igorous .system of national priorities.

With these values in mind, I have concluded that our space pro-

gram should meet the following specific objectives:

(Insert "C")
1. We should continue to explore the  Moon./ Future Apollo

will
manned lunar landings Cs4-rokt-l4 be spaced so as to maximize our
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scientific return from each mission, always providing, of course,

for the safety of those who undertake these ventures.

2. We should move ahead with bo1dTlorations of tho .plp.nots,

building on our impressive successes with unmanned spacecraft.

During the .next decade, we plan to launch unmanned spacecraft

which will observe the planets of our solar system and explore the

Work is underway on .
vast space between thein.(4\44-al.s.e-pl.a.A.-...i..o.laciOan unmanned

spacecraft to land on the planet 'Mars and investigate its su :ace.

Scientific satellites of many types will be launched into Earth orbit

to bring us new information about the Earth, the solar system, .and .

the even more distant universe.

(Insert "D") the use of 
3. We should work to reduce substantially  the cost of space.

kyro-t4e44-s.) Our present rocket technology Will provide a reliable

launch capability for some time. But as we build for the longer-

range future, our first step should be the development of a re-usable

rocket
space shuttle, a vehicle that would be launched like a but

would land like an airplane, and could therefore be launched again

and again. Such a transport system would help us realize important

economics in our space program. The space shuttle should be de-

signed so that it will be suitable for a widc range of scientific,

defense and commercial uses.



wm•••••••

4. We should seek to extend man's caTability to live i.t.nd.work
An which can serve as

L-Ltalce. C+.41.06Experimental Space StationA a large orbiting work-
is are building

shop, (ea44-4.>e)an ir»porta.nt part of this effort. We(rIa44-k)-1R+i-l4
now named "SKYLAB"—

..r-wv.1-1.1.4,1c14)such a station using systems drig.inally developed for
A

in a
the Apollo program -- and (s.14eki-14-14ets-i+i-J-41ki*iive;44-03.4-kil..);.t. few years,

will be ready
to use it for manned operational missions. We expect that:men

will, be working in space- for months at a time during the 1970s..

"SKYLAB" •
Building on our experience with.(6.rc-E-N-rri-rryrit,edr -fir& S+rt tiefri7

A. and develop
we should also begin, in this decade, to desirin.a longer-lived SpaceA

Station Module.. Such a module would provide a multi-purpose space

platform for the longer-range future and would ultimately become a

building block for manned interplanetary travel.. As a part of this

program, I believe that we should eventually send men to explore

the planet Mars.

We should hasten and expand the practical a2plications of

,.space technology. The development of earth resources satellites —

platforms which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops,

locating mineral deposits and measuring water resources -- will

enable us to assess our environment and use our resources more

effectively. We should continue to pursue .other applications of

space-related technology in a wide vaiiiety of fields, including
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meteorology, communications, navigation, air traffic control,, edu-

cation and national defense. The very act of reaching out to new

planents can help man improve the quality of life on Earth.

6. We should encourage greater international cooperation  in

space. In my address to the United Nations in September, I indi-

cated that the United States will take positive, concrete steps

"toward internationalizing man's epic venture into space -- an .adven-

Lure that belongs not to one nation but to all mankind. " I believe that

both the adventures and the applications of space missions should be
In the long run,

shared by all peoples. Cur progress will be faster and our accom-

plishments will be greater if nations will join together in this effort,

both in contributing the resources and sharing the benefits.
(Insert "E")

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these

goals will be a balanced space program, one which will extend our

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our new learning

to work for the immediate benefit of all people.
tfc

But we must also recognize that we are faced with severe fiscal

constraints and that we cannot afford to continue to fund our national

space effort on the same level as in the past. With the entire universe

before us and with many other urgent needs here on earth, we must

*Suggest omission of this paragraph.
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find a new balance for space in our national priorities. T h c space
have sent is

budget I(w441—o-e444)Lo Congress for Fiscal Year 1971(w-i4 'Vier efor
 e (6,)

A ()

lower than the previous year's. I am confident, however, that the

funding proposed in my budget message will allow our space progra
m

to make steady and impressive progress.]

As we enter a new decade, we are conscious of the fact that 
man

is also entering a new historic era. For the first time, he has reached

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of ourselves 
as men

from the planet Earth. It is my hope that we can plan and work in a way

which makes us proud both  of the planet from which we come 
and of our

ability to travel beyond it.



•

•

•



Insert "A"

(Add at end of first par. on p. 2)

My FY 1971 Budget recommendations now before Congress are based on

these conclusions and support the first step in the long range plan

I believe we should follow in the decade of the Seventies and beyond.



•

Insert "B"

(Insert after "before" on line 4 of p. 3)

And here at home we became more aware of our own environment when we

saw pictures of earth taken by our astronauts, and heard them describe

it from out in space. We saw a planet that looks blue and precious

when viewed from the Moon, but we also saw a planet that is being

choked by our own waste products when we view it from close at hand.

And we clearly saw the need to improve the quality of life on earth

before it is too late!

1



,

Insert "C" 

(Insert after "explore the Moon" in par.1 at bottom of p. 4)

On the Moon there is preserved the history of a planet from its very

beginning. There is no atmosphere, there are no winds or seas or storms

or tides to disturb this history. Understanding the Moon will help us

better understand our Earth. And we must understand our Earth if we

are going to solve its problems.



Insert "D"

(Insert at end of par. 2 on p. 5)

A major new goal in this decade will be to send unmanned spacecraft on

the longest space voyages ever undertaken--the "Grand Tour" missions

to the mysterious outer planets of the solar system--Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. In the late 1970's the positions of the

planets will give us opportunities we will not have again for 179 years

to launch missions which can visit several of these planets on a single

"Grand Tour" flight. Each flight will travel over 3,000,000,000 miles

and take as long as nine years to reach its most distant objective.

Preparations will begin in 1972.



Insert "E"

(New unnumbered paragraph after par. 6 on p. 7)

At my request, the Administrator of NASA has met personally with

the space authorities of Western Europe, Canada, Japan, and Australia

to express this nation's desire to find ways in which they--and other

nations that are willing and able--can increase their participation

in our space program. The space shuttle and space station programs

offer special opportunities for broader international involvement and

for contributions by many nations in the planning and execution of

programs which may well be the key to mankind's long term future in

the exploration and use of space. We hope that many nations will

join us in this way. As these programs progress, we will invite the

participating nations to propose astronauts to enter our training

program and become candidates for flight on future missions with us.





Thursday 2/26/70

12:05 We have scheduled the meeting with

George Hage, Corporate Vice President, Boeing
Gene Bradley, Space Shuttle Program, Boeing
Dr. F. C. E. Oder, Vice President, Lockheed

for 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon (2/27).
They had wanted to meet with Mr. Flanigan and
he asked us to handle the meeting. However,
Mr. Hage wants very much to meet Mr. Flanigan

so we have advised Mr. Flanigan's office of the time
of the meeting and will check tomorrow to see If
Mr. FlanirIan would be available to meet with them
for a couple of minutes after your meeting.

Subject of the meeting Space transportation system

We have invited Mr. Kriegsman to the meeting.

MEETING
2/27/70
3:00 p.m.



February 20, 1970

Mrs. Margaret F. Nelson
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Room F-6072
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20546

Dear Mrs. Nelson:

Thanks very much for your assistance with
Mr. Whitehead's trip to California.
Miss Bore in Mr. Haynes' office was also
very helpful in answering a cou.plo of
questions in connection with the voucher.

I am enclosing Mr. Wh1tehead's travel
voucher, the Accounting Office copy of the
travel request, your Avis Charge-Plate,
and the Customer's Memo of Charges for the
Avis Rent a Car.

If there are any questions. please call me
on Government Code 145, Extension 2786.

Thanks again.

Sincerely,

Eva A. Daughtrep
Administrative Assistant
to Clay T. Whitehead

Enclosures
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Fel»:uary. 10, 1970

IviElv4DRA1\1:01.3.-M. II)Crtri KLEIN

Iluebner

MY. Keogh has asl...c.,d me to apprise you of the i_».ogress on the
President's Space Message. Dr. Paine is now in London but Mr. Farley
of NASA reports that they arc preF,.ring a liCAV draft of the inc:ssage which
will be to us by early ne:s:t week. The scheduled release date apparently
is Yebruar y

was enthusi.astic about casting the message as a call for
more international. cooperation in space. If this were the central theme,
the inc S 5:age would take on a novel and exciting quality which the present
draft is lacking. Farley indicates that NASA's drafters are placing
"greater emphasis" on internationalization -- announcing an "eNpanded"
effort in this area. in the past, we cooperated \vith European countries,
for example, in smaller projects, providing rockets while they. provided
the spaceckaft amid then sharing in the data.. In the future, we will bring
other nations into major projects such as the shuttle and space station.
Farley also noted that Paine will be on a trip to Japan and Australia at
the time the President's message is released.

On the whole, Farley's discussion of the international dimension
sounded a bit less dramatic than what Mr. Keogh envisionc.!d but it
will be hard to judge w112-1t can and should be said in this regard before
we see NASA's revision. Farley indicated that P Inc had also stayed
away from discussing the "grand tour" so that the President could•pay
that up if he wanted to.

Caution: Torn Whitehead, \vho has handled this all along for
Flanigan, 3.s very skeptical about over-selling into He
believes that there has been little substantive progress in this field,
that it is v.-roi -:,;ht with p3t1-71.1.1s, and that the President could ca:-:;5)y cvor-
promise without: being abl_ to deliver. He suggests NASA is engagin,i,, in



som( wishfu) t1in.i1g, trying to create new realities through pubile
relations CV C.11 th011gh tb c tougi) CU (....;.;t; s in the arca have not yet been
hammered out.

I have at [:ached a sun) ) r y of the most recent: draft of the Space
Mest3age as done by our f;hop in car)y January, The central theme of
the ryle;i8a1:•,c as it no,,v sU).o.cis is "putting space i)orspective."



a.

Surnrnary of Proposed ,Statement On
S. Space Prcq,,ram

Draft of ,T anuary 8, 1.970

Our accompli.shni ent s last year helped us gain a new
perspective. On 01.11 S dye s and Our world; they should alE:o help
US gain a new perspective on our space p:rogram. Without
allowing it: to stagnate, we should not try to do eVerything at
once. We should recognize problems which have. Li higher
priority and strive for a balanced, reasonable approach to
spac.c. "Space expenditures must take their propcl.. place
Within a rigorous system of national priorities."

Discussion of Three General Guiding. Principles

A. Fxploration,

Scientific: Knowledge; and.

C. Practical Application.

Sper.ific Objectives

A. Exploring the. Moon.

Exploring, the planets.
(Grand Tour, unmanncd :'.Atartian landing, earth
orbitting satellites -- hut no hard dates given. )

C. Reducing costs.
(Re- usual)) e space shuttle. )

D. Extendint,-; ruan's ability to live and work in space.
(Experimental Space 51.-k tion and, lat er, a spzIce
Station 'Module. Eventually, mawled explorz.i.ion of



E. Expanding 1».i1 C: ti. a] al)pli.cations.
(Earth 1' es our ces satellites , etc. )

F. Gretter intornat13on7.11. cooperation.
(11;;ing quotation from UN. speech. )

IV. ConduFiion

Let us act so that Vie can be proud both of the planet
from WhiCill V: Cü c and of our ability to travel beyond it,



Monday 2/9/70

2:00 Mr. Kriegsman suggested that you may want to
give out copies of the Space Message at the meeting
of the Space Council on February 13.

(Message goes out on the nth)

Mr. Kriegsman would like a copy of the Space Message
when we get the latest.

(Mr. Kriegsman talked with Tom himself -- didn't
give Tom this message.)



February 4. 1970

TOR,ANDUNt FOR PETER FLANIGAN

Although 1 still think it would be preferable for the President's
Statement on Space to come out as planned rather than to 'oe
delivered by him at the National Space Club meeting. I do
think it would be useful if you and/or I and perhaps someone
else from the staff attended the Space Club dinner.

As you knew, we have almost no Administration representation
within NASA. While the impact of a personal Presidential ap-
pearance has overtones with respect to policy that we probably
would not want to encourage, there is certainly not that problem
with our attendance, and I think it would be a useful thing to
increase Administration contact with the aerospace community.

Clay T. v• hitebead
Staff Assistant

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Kriegsman
Central Files

CTIAihitehead:jm



January ?V, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. PAINE

The tentative date for the Space Statement is now Saturday,
February 28. This is within the time frame that you
suggested being the latter part of February or the early
part of March.

If this date is not appropriate would you please let me know.
Please be sure that the changes that you think should be
incorporated in the statement are discussed with us early
enough so that we can staff them through Jim Keogh's shop.
I'd appreciate your sending your ideas directly to Tom Whitehead.

Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the
President

(3)cc: Tom Whitehead



January 28, 1970

Checked with Dr. Drew's office; one portion of
the President's Science Advisory Committee Report
to the President's Space Task Group has been printed,
the remainder is almost ready.



THE POST-APOLLO SPACE PROGRAM:

DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

SUMMARY OF
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"THE NEXT DECADE IN SPACE"
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SUMMARY OF PSAC REPORT
"THE NEXT DECADE IN SPACE"

GOALS AND RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS

The national program for the next decade in space should focus on utilizing space capabilities
for the welfare, security, and enlightenment of all people.

We recommend the following program goals for the coming decade:

• Contribute to the economic strength and security of the Nation and provide
beneficial services through an expanded program of earth-oriented research
and applications of space science and technology.

• Explore the solar system, with emphasis on a phased program of lunar ex-
ploration, the search for extraterrestrial life and a diversified program of
planetary exploration.

• Use the unique features of space platforms outside the earth to expand our
knowledge of the universe and basic physical laws through space astronomy
and space physics research.

• Develop new technology with three main oblectives:

• Expand capability for automated equipment controlled by man in a
remote location for use both in space exploration and in potential
civilian applications.

• Reduce the cost of access to and operations in space, initially through
cost reduction programs for expendable launch vehicles. Pursue savings
in payload development costs, including those that could result from a
new capability of providing for recovery, repair and reuse of satellites
and a more benign launch environment.

• Study, with a view to early development, a reusable space transportation
system with an early goal of replacing all existing launch vehicles
larger than Scout with a system permitting satellite recovery and orbital
assembly and ultimately radical reduction in unit cost of space transportation.
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• Strengthen the biomedical basis for possible long duration manned space
flights of the future with a largely ground-based program of research
leading to the conduct of a biomedical flight program in a Saturn V-
launched Apollo Applications Program space station.

• Encourage international cooperative programs both in unmanned science
and applications and in manned activities.

The program we recommenJ will keep open the option of manned planetary exploration in the
1C80's, but without immediate commitment to this goal.

In the selection of the n-icans for achieving a goal - whether with manned spacecraft, remotely
controlled systems, or a combination of the two - maximum effectiveness within the given
resources should determine the choice. Pending a radical reduction in cost of manned space
operations, we conclude this criterion will almost always indicate use of automated systems
for programs whose goal is primarily scientific knowledge or useful applications, as contrasted
with the adventure of manned exploration.

After availability of the space transportation system, occasional manned attendance to remotely
controlled systems such as orbiting telescopes will be much more attractive, as will satellite

recovery.

L.Jrar exploration, as a fulfillment of the promise and the technology of Apollo, should be
carried out in a sequence of carefully planned programs utilizing mixed manned and unmanned
techniques.

Other recommended manned space flight activities in fulfillment of the above goals would be:

• A basic biomedical research program supplemented by a 12-18 month Apollo
Applications flight program conducted when the preparations for the biomedical
work are satisfactory. This program can provide much of the human factors
information for which a more ambitious space station has been proposed. We
recommend that if a second generation space station is required it be designed
to utilize the Space Transportation System.

• Earth-orbital manned space flight activity with systems using the Space
Transportation System.

These goals and programs to carry them out are discussed in detail in the PSAC report.

The recommended programs can be.conducted with a budget which is approximately comparable
in over-all size to the rate of spending during the past few years. It permits changes in the
scale of effort in response to changes in scientific, economic, and political circumstances.
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SUMMARY OF NASA REPORT
"AMERICA'S NEXT DECADES IN SPACE"

The next two decades of space activities can make significant progress in scientific returns,
applications to human needs, and exploration of the solar system. The critical factors that will
make efficient progress possible are:

• Commonality - the use of a few major systems for a wide variety of missions.

• Reusability - the use of the same system over a long period for a number of
missions.

• Economy - the reduction in the number of "throw away" elements in any
mission; the reduction in the number of new developments required; the
development of new program principles that capitalize on such capabilities
as man-tending of space facilities; and the commitment to simplification of
space hardware.

Central to the program of the next 20 years is the continuing extension of man's abilities into
space. This generalized capability can be achieved through a sufficiently large, multi-manned,
long-lived space station module. In order to support the station and its subsequent additions,
efficient transportation to and from Earth k required. Low operating costs and high flexibility
are necessary here to take full advantage of the manned orbital station's unique capabilities for
scientific, engineering, and applications functions. Therefore, an Earth-to-orbit shuttle must be
developed that can meet these criteria; this envisages high reusability and eventually, airline-
type operations between space and the surface of the Earth. Together, the space station and
shuttle are the keystones to the next major accomplishments of the nation's space program.

The space station and shuttle's relationship to future mission possibilities are of basic importance:

• By assembling a number of individual station modules together in orbit, a
permanent space base of large size can be launched with the existing Saturn
launch vehicles. Shuttles would provide rapid easy access by and support to
crews, experimenters, and operators.

• Later, a space station in polar orbit around the Moon using the same modules
would provide a flexible base from which to conduct sorties to the surface.
The sortie vehicle would be a new reusable landing stage, or space tug,
capable of long staytime on the lunar surface with 3- to 6-man teams.

• This same tug could land complete space station modules on the Moon as the
building blocks of a permanent lunar surface base. Resupply from Earth
would be most economically achieved through use of a reusable Earth orbit-
to-lunar-orbit transportation system, a restartable and space storable
nuclear stage capable of making many round trips between the Earth and
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Moon. Crews, payload, and propellants would be carried to Earth orbit by
the shuttle. This system will greatly lower costs of establishing and support-
ing lunar bases.

• Eventual manned expeditions to Mars in the 1980's would employ the basic
space station module as crew quarters and laboratory while in transit and as
an orbital base while at the planet. These expeditions would use the same
nuclear stages as would the lunar bases. A new excursion module to land
men on Mars from orbit would be the only major new development required.

Three representative program approaches for the next 20 years have been developed, each of
which maintains the integrity of these basic concepts:

• Increasing returns in science, engineering, and applications commensurate
with investment costs.

• Pursuit of the principles of commonality, reusability, and economy through
the efficient development and management of manned space systems.

• Continued exploration of the solar system, including manned expeditions to
the planets, beginning with Mars.

The three programs include the same principal elements of activity but the accomplishments are
differently phased in time with a corresponding shift in annual resource requirements.

Program I represents a vigorous build-up of activity aimed toward early achievement of our space
potentials, Program II is constrained by a hypothetical FY 1971 ceiling of $4 billion and represents
a much lower and slower level of accomplishment in all areas over the full period. Program III is
identical with Program II except without a commitment to manned planetary exploration; it illus-
trates the severability of such a decision from the rest of the recommended program elements.
These three representative programs are described more fully below; Figures 1 through 3 indicate
the estimated expenditures in current dollars for each approach. The representative schedules
(Figures 4 - 12) indicate the different rates of program activity during the next decade that these
expenditures would support. For purposes of comparison, these figures also include the estimates
of expencitures and the schedules that would reflect the earliest possible technically feasible
achievement of all major program milestones.
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PROGRAM I 

Earth Orbit

The major emphasis for Earth orbital activity is the early and rapid development of the inter-
related space station module and Earth-to-orbit reusable shuttle. A 12-man station would be

operating in 1976 supported by the space shuttle. By 1980, this initial capability would be
steadily expanded to a 50-man space base, and further expanded by 1985 to house 100 people.
A 12-man geosynchronous station would be launched in 1981 and later expanded to a 50-man
base. The basic launch vehicle for the space station modules would be a 2-stage derivative of
the Saturn V. The standardized space station module would also serve for later use as lunar
orbit and surface modules (see below) and a planetary mission module in the 1980's.

In Astronomy, the main focus would be on developing large (100 inch) telescope systems for use
with the manned systems as well as aggressive development of high energy experiments that could
lead to an eventual manned laboratory. Explorer and Orbiting Solar Observatory class automated
satellites would be continued.

In Space Physics, the major developments would include relativity experiments, space weather
probes, out-of-the-ecliptic probes, and a cluster of magnetosphere satellites. The Explorer class
satellites would also continue. In the Life Sciences would be included space station laboratory
work, non-recoverable biological satellites and probes, and a major emphasis on both ground-
and space-based research on terrestrial life in space, including man.

In Applications, a vigorous effort would be focused on bringing into operation as quickly as
possible new and improved space systems for earth resources surveys, advanced meteorology,
oceanography, data collection and relay, navigation and traffic control, and direct broadcasting.

Lunar

Following the runout of the current Apollo missions in 1972 would come extended Apollo missions
having a 3-day surface mission duration. In 1978, a space station module would be placed in
lunar polar orbit by a reusable nuclear stage. A new landing vehicle, the space tug, would
permit continuing manned sorties to any part of the lunar surface for mission durations of up to
28 days. This would make possible our first rescue capability. In 1980, a space station module
would be landed as part of the first permanent lunar base. By 1984 there would be a 25-man
lunar orbital base in operation and by 1986 a 50-man surface base. The nuclear stage, the space
tug, and the Earth-to-orbit shuttle would provide low cost logistics support to both orbital and
surface lunar activities.

Planetary

A strong automated program of solar system exploration would be complemented by a manned
planetary expedition at an early opporunity. Mars would be visited by automated orbiters and
landers in 1975, 1977, 1979, and 1981; dual manned expeditions would be launched in 1983,
1986, and 1988 using space station modules as crew quarters, nuclear stages developed in the
lunar program, and a new manned Mars excursion module. These voyages would be made on
reusable deep-space ships. The first mission would swing by Venus on the return trajectory from
Mars, providing an opportunity to probe the Venus atmosphere and surface with remote controlled
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equipment. At almost each Venus opportunity, automated spacecraft including probes, orbiters,
and buoyant stations would be launched. Automated exploration of the outer planets would
include a Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto Grand Tour in 1977 and another in 1979 to Jupiter, Uranus, and
Neptune.

Aero/Space Technology

The Aeronautics program would provide for a vigorous research program to advance the techno-
logical base, continued intensive support to other agencies, and some selected activity in
proof-of-concept and flight test applications.

The Space Technology program effort would continue to advance fundamental knowledge
pertinent to flight and to provide the technology base geared to the requirements of the flight
programs and objectives outlined above.

Ground-Based Activities

Comprising the necessary personnel and facilities support for the R&D flight program, as well as
the University and Technology Utilization program, this category of effort would reflect the
program vigor described above. An increase over present levels in in-house personnel, tracking
and data acquisition operations, and university research grants and fellowships would be indicated.
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PROGRAMS II AND Di

Earth Orbit

The space station and shuttle described above would become operational in 1977; expansion to
the 50-man base would be in 1984 and to 100 men by the end of the decade.

The Astronomy program would include additional Orbiting Astronomical Observatory-class
satellites in 1974 through 1979; additional Apollo Telescope Mount solar instruments in 1977 and
and 1979 and a large manned telescope by 1980. High energy missions would begin in 1981.
In Space Physics the Explorer and Interplanetary Monitoring Platform class satellites would be
continued, with a space weather probe in 1975 and the first magnetosphere cluster satellite in
1977. In the Life Sciences, Bioexplorer missions would begin in 1973 and Biopioneer in 1975.
A continuing level of supporting research and technology would be maintained in the area of
Space Medicine. In Applications, there would be continuing investigations in areas of interest
at a rate permitting some new starts after 1971.

The level of science and applications investment, while higher than the present, would be 30
per cent below that of Program I.

Lunar

After the Apollo runout in 1972, there would be a 4-flight program extension of three-day
surface missions in 1974 and 1975. In 1981, a lunar orbit station would be launched, followed
by the first surface station in 1983. Both stations would be gradually expanded through the
rest of the decade, utilizing nuclear shuttle capability.

Planetary

The automated program would focus on Mars prior to eventual manned exploration, with auto-
mated missions in 1975, 1977, 1981, and 1983. This would be followed by the first manned
expedition in 1986 or 1988. The 1977 and 1979 Grand Tours would be included, and automated
Venus missions would be resumed in the late 1970s.

In Program III, the manned planetary decision is left open.

Aero/Space Technology

In Aeronautics, the Program supports continuation of research activity at approximately current
levels.

The Space Technology program effort will continue to advance fundamental knowledge pertinent
to flight and to provide the technology base geared to the requirements of the flight programs and
objectives outlined above.

Ground-based Activities

No buildup beyond 1971 is assumed.
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Paine was seeing
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71745-4
Wednesday 1/21/70

5:05 Hazel in Mr. Flanigan's office has just had a call

from Dr. Paine's office.

They want to know if Dr. Paine should be here

ahead of time tomorrow -- appointment with the

President is at 4 o'clock.

They can't get to Mr. Flanigan right away but thought

you might know whether Mr. Flanigan wanted him

to be here early.



IN REPLY REFER TO:

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

January 15, 1970

John Ehrlichman and Bob Mayo have advised me that you have found it
necessary to make further reductions in the FY 1971 budget estimates
of the Government and that a figure of $200 million in outlays has been
suggested as a further reduction that NASA might be required to make.

As you know, NASA has already accepted drastic reductions in the FY 1971
budget process, resulting in our lowest budget in eight years, with a
reduction of 50,000 people out of our current work force of 190,000. At
the same time, we appreciate the current fiscal pressures and will do
everything within our power to reduce expenditures consistent with a
minimal space program. By making a series of reductions across the board,
including reductions of the NaNA nuclear rocket program, advanced research
and technology items, applications programs, and other areas, we can, and
will if absolutely necessary, effect a further reduction of $51 million
in FY 1971 budget authority and outlays. Further reductions in the space
program to approach the suggested $200 million would require actions which
you have specifically instructed me you do not wish us to take -- actions
which would cripple the space goals of your Administration and dissipate
the Apollo team. This would mean terminating lunar missions after Apollo
16 in 1971 and all space flight by U.S. astronauts at the end of 1972.
Such a decision would mean the immediate closure of major facilities in
California, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama for an additional re-
duction of 15,000 people. It would also make it impossible, in my judgment,
for you to make a strong statement in support of a vigorous and forward-
looking space program.

If it is now necessary to consider making this additional reduction, I feel
that I must discuss the problems involved with you personally so that you
and I will have a clear common understanding of all of the implications.
I am, of course, prepared to meet with you at Camp David or in Washington
at any time that you wish.

Respectfully yours,

T. 0. Paine
Administrator

cc: Mr. Robert P. Mayo
My. John D. Ehrlichman
41 . Peter M. Flanigan

Keep Freedom in Your Future With U.S. Savings Bonds
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1/14/70

To: John Campbell

From: Tom Whitehead

I have prepared this in two parts
so that you can provide the President
with the very short summary or a
somewhat longer exposition.



Summary of Proposed Space Statement

The primary objectives of the proposed space statement
are:

(1) placing space in the role of a continuing activity that
must be fitted into a reasonable place among all other national
priorities;

(2) setting forth six specific objectives for our future in
space and describing major associated program decisions;

(3) identifying the President with future accomplishments
in space.

Three goals for space are set out as: exploration, science, and
applicati ons.



The six objectives and program decisions are:

(1) Explore the moon: Apollo landings stretched out to
increase scientific value and spread existing hardware further
into the seventies.

(2) Explore the planets: "Grand Tour" to make scientific
observations of all the outer planets; ". . . we will eventually
send men to explore the planet Mars. "

(3) Reduce the cost of space operations: Use present
rocket technology for now; later development of a reusable
space shuttle.

(4) Extend man's capability in space: Build an Experimental
Space Station for 1972 launch; later on, begin to design the longer-
lived space station.

(5) Expand practical applications: Earth resources satellites
plus continued programs in many other fields.

(6) Encourage greater international cooperation in space.

4



Tuesday 1/13/70

2:10 Checked with John Campbell to see if there was 2383
anything urgent he needed to discuss with you.

He would like to have a summary of the Space Report —
Just 10 lines or so that they can put on the President's
desk tomorrow morning. Would like to have it today.



FOR RELEASE
9:00 a.m. EST
Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1970

Statement by Dr. Thomas O. Paine 
Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

An exciting and vigorous space program has a continuing place in our

national priorities. However, it is with full and sympathetic recognition of

the many other pressing problems we face here on earth that I am outlining

for you today„..at a more austere U.S. space program

for the 1970's. We accept the fact that NASA must find new ways to

economize, stretch our programs and reduce our operational base to move

forward under an austere budget. This is the management challenge which

we in NASA face, and we are confident that we can meet the challenge.

NASA will press forward in 1971 at a reduced level, but we have developed

what I believe to be an excellent new space program for the 1970's to lay

before the Congress. Our confidence is based on the strong from

which we proceed. While we will be reducing our effort, we will not

dissipate the strong teams that sent men to explore the moon or instruments

to observe the planets.
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the Vice President, to make "definitive recommendations on the direction

2

America's space achievements in the 1960's have rightly raised hopes

that this country and all mankind can effectively overcome pressing problems

of society here on earth. The space program should inspire bolder solutions

and help suggest new approaches. Our earthly problems are indeed many and

urgent, but a strong space program will help solve them. Social advance is,

however, far more complex than landing a man on the moon. But both require

national will, strong leadership, and the application of adequate resources

of money and competent, dedicated people.

Today I wish to announce changes in NASA's present programs and discuss

our future plans.

The President established a Space Task Group in February, headed by

which the U.S. space program should take LA'ihe post-Apollo period." Not

only did the Space Task Group bring together high level leadership within

the Administration, but it sought the 'advice and guidance of scientists,

engineers, business keaders, private citizens and Congressional leaders.

The Spa Task Group recommended "that this Nation accept the basic

goal of a balanced manned and unmanned space program conducted for the



•
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benefit of all mankind." It recommended as a focus for the development

of new 'Capability, that "the United States accept the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary exploration with a manned Mars mission before

the end of this century as tho first targot."

The President accepts the recommendations of the Space Task Croup

as our basic space plan for the 1970's. However, he must balance all

of our national needs against available resources in the 1971 budget. We

are faced with severe fiscal constraints and cannot afford to fund our

national space effort on the same level in 1971 a in the past when we were

working intensively to accomplish the first lunar lan rig. Therefore,

the President will send to Congress a space budget for Fisca Year 1971

which w,i41 be the space agency's lowest in seven years. Within thi budget,
x'

4-11
however, we have fashioned a sound future-oriented program.

In support of this new budget level and new program for Fiscal Year 1971,

today I am taking the following actions:

1. We will effect necessary economies in the NASA institutional

base, NASA's support on university campuses, and our contractor activities.

We have announced th2 closing of our Electronics Research Center in Cambridge,
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Massachusetts, and we will be making additional reduction in other parts

of NASA. U d ur very austere 1971 budget we estimate that the total

number of Americans working in NASA prog ill decline from 190,000 at

the end • 70 to 140,000 at the end of 1971....Triwirrtr""nal"17Lottmr...ein..-Inrerec-,

- •

2. We will suspend production of the Saturn V launch vehicle after

the completion of Saturn V 515 for an indefinite period.

3. We will stretch-out the Apollo lunar missions to six-month launch

intervals, and defer lunar expeditions during the AAP space station flights

in 1972.

4. We will postpone the launch of the Viking/Mars unmanned lander

from 1973 to the next Mars opportunity in 1975.

These are major c1ies in 70-current programs, but they do not

reflect a lessening inte7„98 in or support of our long term space program

by the Presiclpt.

must ee o space e t only as an

adventure of tod y but so as a sound stment in rrow. We must
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realize that space travel has become a part of our lives for the rest of

time. We must think of it a 'd continuing process--one which ed in

our generation, will go on day in and day out, year in and year out--

rather an a series of separate leaps, requiring massive concentrations

of resources, and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in space

from here on should become a normal part of our vigorous national life,

planned in conjunction with all of the other goals which are important to

us and to the nations who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie ahead of us in space,

but we obviously cannot seize upon all of them simultaneously with all the

capability and vigor at hand. Space must take its proper place in our national

priorities.

We can and we will, therefore, fit our space program into the required

budget constraints, and accept the challenge of restructuring the program

without losing our forward momentum. et me describe the specific thrusts

-;;.........—
_—

\ 

we have selected for a vigorous and economical U.S. (space effort in the

Seventies. There are seven principal areas:
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1. We will continue to ex)lore th on. We will seek to maximize

the scientific returns and' reasc our capabilities for lunar surf

el lino), 41 4, ith
exploration as we ain experience. AM Aporlo 16 we will ize jeep-like

wele'° 11electric,vehicles on the moon to enable our a onauts to expf e exciting

ew regions and formations  unlike those previously reached. 1We plan o

carry out a total of nine Apollo expeditions to the moon through Apollo 19.

The Saturn V previously scheduled for the twentieth Apollo flight will be

used to launch our first experimental space station into earth orbit in 1972.

We will move ahead bold unmanned- nloraTtah OE the planets.

During the decado, of the l97 91s we hope to launch an au omated spacecraf

to o rve the surface of e ery planet in the solar systtvirrLd to explore

'TRU-Vast spac-Fritrets We will orbit Mars with two unmanned space-

craft in 1971, send our first probe to Jupiter in 1972, send a spacecraft

past Venus and Mercury in 1973, and launch the unmanned Viking lander to

Mars in 1975. er

I)tour" of.- -6e outer planet(, taking a antage o e:unique alignment of the

cca e we p an to launch a "grand

1(/'lanets which will not occur again for 179 years. We will also laun h new
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scientific sateflites of advqnced types into earth orbit to bring us new

(--
information about the earth, the s stem and the un se beyond.

3. We will proceed to reduce the coct of space operations substantially.

We have started to design a reusable space shuttle, a rocket plane that can

take off vertically but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be

able to travel between the earth's surface and orbit on a regular schedule,

and will carry man and supplies to and from a space station. This space

transport will be suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense,

and commercial uses. The FY 1971 budget will have funds to enable us to

move ahead with the space shuttle.

4. We will extend man's capability to live and work and do research

in space. First, we will launch in 1972 our first experimental space

station--using present-day Apollo technology. This AAP program will emplace

a large workshop in orbit in which men will learn how to perform useful

tasks in space over periods of several months. The major scientific

experiment will be a large solar telescope which astronauts will use to

study solar phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which caanot
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be observed from earth. By the mid-1970's, we should have the first

longer-life space station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to this so that over the years we will build a large

and effective permanent base for men in earth orbit. From this space base

men will eventually set forth on an expedition to the planet Mars. The

1971 budget submission will enable us to move ahead with the design of a

space station.

5. We will move ahead to provide nuclear power for space. Chemical

rockets and electrical power have sufficed for the initial ventures of the

1960's, but we will need to harness the power of the atom for future major

ventures in space. The 1971 budget will allow us to continue work on the

joint NASA-AEC NERVA project.

6. We will hasten practical earth applications of space technology.

The development of new earth resource satellite instruments which can help

in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral deposits, and

detecting air and water pollution--will enable us to assess our environment

and use our resources more effectively. We will continue to make other new
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applications of space-related technology, especially in fields such as

meteorology, communications, navigation, and air traffic control. The very

act of reaching out to new worlds will be helping man improve the quality

of life in his home planet earth.

7. We will expand international cooperation in space. In his address

to the United Nations in September, the President indicated that the United

States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's

epic venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one nation but

to all mankind." He believes that both the advenLures and the applications

of space missions should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be

faster and our accomplishments will be greater if nations work together in

this effort, both in contributing resources and in enjoying the results.

We have made a beginning here, but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space program which,

although economical, is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends

our space capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to

work on earth.
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The benefits of such a program promise to be substantial in spite of reduced

funding. I want to emphasize that the austere level of expenditures still

permits our space effort to make steady progress in a manner which is

consistent with meeting other important national objectives.

As the space program enters the new decade of the 1970's, we are con-

scious of the fact that man is moving forward into a new historic era. For

the first time, terrestrial life has reached beyond its home planet, man

can now think of himself as from the planet earth. I believe that the new

U.S. space program I have described within our national system of priorities

will make us proud both of the planet from which we come and of man's

increasing ability to travel beyond it.



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

January 12, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR: Honorable Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President

In accordance with our conversations this morning, here
is the statement I propose to make at a press conference
at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow. We will release it to the Hill
simultaneously. It follows closely the earlier drafts
you have seen. Please advise Julian Scheer immediately
of any changes you propose, since we cannot further delay
a release without incurring more and more unconstructive
press speculation and comment of the kind you saw on the
front page of yesterday's Washington Post.

T. O. Paine
Administrator

Enclosure
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FOR RELEASE
9:00 a.m. EST
Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1970

Statement by Dr. Thomns O. Paine 
Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

An exciting and vigorous space program has a continuing place in our

national priorities. However, it is with full and sympathetic recognition of

the many other pressing problems we face here on earth that I am outlining

for you today, at the President's request, a more austere U.S. space program

for the 1970's. We accept the fact that NASA must find new ways to

economize, stretch our programs and reduce our operational base to move

forward under an austere budget. This is the management challenge which

we in NASA face, and we are confident that we can meet the challenge.

NASA will press forward in 1971 at a reduced level, but we have developed

what I believe to be an excellent new space program for the 1970's to lay

before the Congress. Our confidence is based on the strong base from

which we proceed. While we will be reducing our effort, we will not

dissipate the strong teams that sent men to explore the moon or instruments

to observe the planets.



I s space a6, ',Lents in the 1960's have rightly raised hopes

that this country and Si ,kind can effectively overcome pressing problems

of society here on earth. .te space program should inspire bolder solutions

and help suggest new appronchen. Our earthly problems are indeed many and

urgent, but a strong space program will help solve them. Social advance is,

however, far more complex than landing a man on the moon. But both require

national will, strong leadership, and the application of adequate resources

of money and competent, dedicated people.

Today I wish to announce changes in NASA's present programs and discuss

our future plans.

The President established a Space Task Group in February, headed by

the Vice President, to make "definitive recommendations on the direction

which the U.S. space program should take in the post-Apollo period." Not

only did the Space Task Group bring together high level leadership within

the Administration, but it sought the advice and guidance of scientists,

engineers, business leaders, private citizens and Congressional leaders.

The Space Task Group recommended "that this Nation accept the basic

goal of a balanced manned and unmanned space program conducted for the
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benefit of all mankind." It recommended as a focus for the development

of new capability, that "the United States accept the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary exploration with a manned Mars mission before

the end of this century As the fix-0e target."

The President accepts the recommendations of the Space Task Group

as our basic space plan for the 1970's. However, he must balance all

of our national needs against available resources in the 1971 budget. We

are faced with severe fiscal constraints and cannot afford to fund our

national space effort on the same level in 1971 as in the past when we were

working intensively to accomplish the first lunar landing. Therefore,

the President will send to Congress a space budget for Fiscal Year 1971

which will be the space agency's lowest in seven years. Within this budget,

however, we have fashioned a sound future-oriented program.

In support of this new budget level and new program for Fiscal Year 1971,

today I am taking the following actions:

1. We will effect necessary economies in the NASA institutional

base, NASA's support on university campuses, and our contractor activities.

We have announced tha closing of our Electronics Research Center in Cambridge,
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Massachusetts, and we will bc :ng additional reduction in other parts

of NASA. Under our very auster .971 budget we estimate that the total

number of Americans working in , ',A programs will decline from 190,000 at

the end of 1970 to 140,000 at eo. ,nd of 1971. This is far below our peak

manpower of 420,000 in 1966.

2. We will suspend production of the Saturn V launch vehicle after

the completion of Saturn V 515 for an indefinite period.

3. We will stretch-out the Apollo lunar missions to six-month launch

intervals, and defer lunar expeditions during the AAP space station flights

in 1972.

4. We will postpone the launch of the Viking/Mars unmanned lander

from 1973 to the next Mars opportunity in 1975.

These are major changes in our current programs, but they do not

reflect a lessening interest in or support of our long term space program

by the President.

He and I agree that we must see our space effort not only as an

adventure of today but also as a sound investment in tomorrow. We must
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realize that space travel has become a part of our lives for the rest of

time. We must think of it as a continuing process--one which started in

our generation, but will go on day in and day out, year in and year out--

rather than a series of separate leaps, requiring massive concentrations

of resources, and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in space

from here on should become a normal part of our vigorous national life,

planned in conjunction with all of the other goals which are important to

us and to the nations who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie ahead of us in space,

but we obviously cannot seize upon all of them simultaneously with all the

capability and vigor at hand. Space must take its proper place in our national

priorities.

We can and we will, therefore, fit our space program into the required

budget constraints, and accept the challenge of restructuring the program

without losing our forward momentum. Let me describe the specific thrusts

we have selected for a vigorous and economical U.S. space effort in the

Seventies. There are seven principal areas:
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1. continue to explore the moon. We will seek to maximize

the scient - returns and increase our capabilities for lunar surface

veA
exploration as we gain experience. AQ. Apollo 16 we will utilize jeep-like

electric vehicles on the moon to enable our astronauts to explore exciting

new regions and formations unlike those previously reached. We plan to

carry out a total of nine Apollo expeditions to the moon through Apollo 19.

The Saturn V previously scheduled for the twentieth Apollo flight will be

used to launch our first experimental space station into earth orbit in 1972.

2. We will move ahead with bold unmanned exoloration oE the planets.

During the decade of the 1970's we hope to launch an automated spacecraft

to observe the surface of every planet in the solar system and to explore

the vast spaces between them. We will orbit Mars with two unmanned space-

craft in 1971, send our first probe to Jupiter in 1972, send a spacecraft

past Venus and Mercury in 1973, and launch the unmanned Viking lander to

Mars in 1975. In the latter half of the decade we plan to launch a "grand

tour" of the outer planets, taking advantage of the unique alignment of the

planets which will not occur agc.in for 179 years. We will also launch new
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scientific satellites of advanced types into earth orbit to bring us new

information about the earth, the solar system and the universe beyond.

3. We will proceed to reduce the cost of space operations substantially.

We have started to design a reusable space shuttle, a rocket plane that can

take off vertically but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be

able to travel between the earth's surface and orbit on a regular schedule,

and will carry man and supplies to and from a space station. This space

transport will be suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense,

and commercial uses. The FY 1971 budget will have funds to enable us to

move ahead with the space shuttle.

4. We will extend man's capability to live and work and do research

in space. First, we will launch in 1972 our first experimental space

station--using present-day Apollo technology. This AAP program will emplace

a large workshop in orbit in which men will learn how to perform useful

tasks in space over periods of several months. The major scientific

experiment will be a large solar telescope which astronauts will use to

study solar phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which caanot
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be observe(' ()rii earth. By the mid-1970's, we should have the first

longer-life space station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to this so that over the years w
e will build a large

and effective permanent base for men in earth orbit. 
From this space base

men will eventually set forth on an expedition to the
 planet Mars. The

1971 budget submission will enable us to move ahead with 
the design of a

space station.

5. We will move ahead to provide nuclear power for sp
ace. Chemical

rockets and electrical power have sufficed for the initi
al ventures of the

1960's, but we will need to harness the power of the 
atom for future major

ventures in space. The 1971 budget will allow us to continue work on t
he

joint NASA-AEC NERVA project.

6. We will hasten practical earth applications of sp
ace technology.

The development of new earth resource satellite ins
truments which can help

in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating 
mineral deposits, and

detecting air and water pollution--will enable 
us to assess our environment

and use our resources more effectively. We will continue to make other new
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applications of space-related technology, especially in fields such as

meteorology, communications, navigation, and air traffic control. The very

act of reaching out to new worlds will be helping man improve the quality

of life in his home planet earth.

7. We will expand international cooperation in space. In his address

to the United Nations in September, the President indicated that the United

States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's

epic venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one nation but

to all mankind." He believes that both the adventures and the applications

of space missions . should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be

faster and our accomplishments will be greater if nations work together in

this effort, both in contributing resources and in enjoying the results.

We have made a beginning here; but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space program which,

although economical, is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends

our space capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to

work on earth.
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The 130,, ‘; of such a progn-, ,, omise to be substantial in spite of reduced

fundin, L want to emphasize that the austere level of expenditures still

permits our space effort to make steady pilpgress in a manner which is

consistent with meeting other important national objectives.

As the space program enters the new decade of the 1970's, we are con-

scious of the fact that man is moving forward into a new historic era. For

the first time, terrestrial life has reached beyond its home planet, man

can now think of himself as from the planet earth. I believe that the new

U.S. space program I have described within our national system of priorities

will make us proud both of the planet from which we come and of man's

increasing ability to travel beyond it.
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Eva,

Sent original back to PMF by messenger, Tom

has a copy, and the attached is your copy.

Carole
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Statement by the President 

Just six months ago two explorers from our planet Earth set foot on

the surface of the Moon and unveiled a plaque which read: "We came in

Peace for all Mankind."

It was a proud moment not only in our own history but in the

history of all peoples, a moment which we shared with pride and

humility.

In the months that have passed, I have pondered the meaning of

this event. It appears clear to me that as we move forward in space

we will draw closer to unlocking the secrets of the universe, of man's

past, and of his future destiny. This nation will continue to lead in

this endeavor.

The lunar landing has also inspired us to look much more thought-

fully at this planet. There are untold future values to be developed

here on earth.

As President it is my responsibility to strive for a balance

between the long-range opportunities which lie beyond earth and the

immediate problems which lie within our national boundaries. I have

consulted a broad range of expertise to help me reach the final decisions.

This Administration's 3971 Budget will be its first step toward

better balancing our national priorities. One result will be a careful

reshaping of our space effort--a reshaping to maximize returns, take

advantage of opportunities, yet keep in perspective all we have to do

at home.



We have reached some basic conclusions about the future of the

space program and today I have asked NASA's Administrator, Dr. Thomas 0.

Paine, to begin management actions which will lead the way for an

economical but exciting and forward-looking U.S. space effort in the

Seventies.



Statement of Dr. Paine

The space program has shown what this country can do when national

will, strong leadership, and adequate resources are applied vigorously.

America's space achievements have rightly raised hopes that this country

and all mankind can effectively overcome pressing problems of society

here on earth.

Our earthly problems are indeed many and urgent. Many are far

more complex than landing a man on the moon. Their solution also

requires national will, strong leadership, and the application of

adequate resources.

It is with full and sympathetic recognition of the many other

pressing problems we face here on earth that I am outlining for you

today, at the President's request, the position of the Administration

on the future of our space program. An exciting and vigorous space

program has a continuing place in our national priorities. At the

same time we must find new ways to economize, stretch our programs

and reduce our operational base to move forward in a more austere

fashion. We have laid our plans accordingly. We will press forward

at a reduced level in 1971, but we have developed what I believe to

be am excellent program to lay before the Congress.

Let me begin by placing our future plans in perspective.
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Just thirteen months ago, mankind first saw the Earth as

it appears from far out in space. We saw it, as the poet

Archibald McLeish wrote, "as it truly is, small and blue and

beautiful in that eternal silence where it floats."

In just one short year since that time, men from our

planet have returned to the Moon three times, and landed

twice for surface exploration. We have come to understand

that at Tranquillity Base mankind entered a new era and opened

an endless frontier for our children and for future generations.

At the first Lunar Science Conference last week, scientists

were described as "almost bursting with excitement and enthusiasm"

as they examined the lunar samples from Apollo 11 which are

"rolling back the curtain of history of our solar system and

our own planet."

Stretching before us is the solar system challenging our

future explorers to unlock its secrets. It is a vastness man

can and will explore in search of answers about himself and

his destiny.

Man's first lunar landing in 1969 was a critical milestone--

and a turning point in the exploration of space. Now this nation

must decide its future in space, in orbit, on the moon, and

beyond. And we must seek new ways for men of other nations to

join us in this exciting enterprise.
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We have not only a great challenge, but a great op-

portunity. History should record that we had the wisdom

to plan our future, the courage to grasp our responsibility

and the will to move forward boldly, but that we did not

overlook the other pressing requirements of our society.

And history should record that we displayed the required

leadership, selected the correct course, and set the right

pace. This is a major responsibility to the future which

this AdministraLion accepts.

The President established a Space Task Group in

February, headed by the Vice President, to make "definitive

recommendations on the direction which the U.S. space program

should take in the post-Apollo period." Not only did the

Space Task Group bring together the high level leadership

within the Administration, but it sought the advice and

guidance of scientists, engineers, business leaders, private

. citizens and Congressional leaders.

The Space Task Group recommended "that this Nation

accept the basic goal of a balanced manned and unmanned

space program conducted for the benefit of all mankind" and,

as a focus for the development of new capability, that
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"the United States accept the long-range option or goal of

manned planetary exploration with a manned Mars mission

before the end of this century as the first target."

-T-e President accepts the basic recommendations
ritiC; f-

ol.' the Space Task Groupot!'

6 WI ad bk._
our national needs against4c1 resources. We are faced with

balance (AI r

severe fiscal constraints and cl cannot afford L..
)0 .2.%

to fund our national space effort on the same levelA as in

the past.

Therefore, the President will send to Congress a space

budget for Fiscal Year. 1971 which will be the space agency's

lowest in seven years.

In support of this new budget level for Fiscal Year 1971,

today I am taking the following actions:

1. We will continue to reduce the NASA institutional

base, our support on university campuses and our contractor

support. We have announced the closing of the Electronics

Research Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and we will be

examining other parts of the NASA system for additional

reductions. Under the very austeret) budget the President
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will send forward the total number of Americans working in

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration programs

will be reduced from 190,000 to 140,000.

2. We will suspend production of the Saturn V

launch vehicle after the completion of Saturn V 515.

3. We will stretch-out the Apollo lunar missions

to six month launch centers.

4. We will delay the launch of the Viking/Mars

lander from 1973 to 1975.

These are major changes in our program, but they do not

• VI lessening interest in or support of our efforts
by the President. In my discussions with him, the President

has emphasized that three major purposes should guide our

space program in the years to come.

The first is exploration. Man has always been fired

with the zeal to travel over the next hill, to venture into

the unknown, despite his inability to predict precisely the

value of any given exploration. He has been willing to take

risks and endure hardships, willing to be surprised, willing

to adapt to new experiences. Man has come to feel that such

quests are worthwhile in and of themselves--for this is one
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way in which he expands his vision and expresses the human

spirit. A great nation must be an exploring nation if it

wishes to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific

knowl2clap_, a greater systematic understanding about our-

selves and the vast universe around us. On each of our

recent space flights, man's total information about nature

has expanded manyfold; the human race learned more about

the moon this week and Mars within a few weeks last

Summer than had been learned in all the centuries that

had gone before. The men who perform this important work

are not only the heroes who walk in spacesuits while

millions watch or launch powerful rockets in a burst of

flame. Most of our scientific progress comes about in

quiet laboratories and offices, where inquiring minds
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decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways

which reveal new truths. These scientists are the true

avant garde of our times—their abilities constitute

one of our most valuable natural resources. Our space

program should help them in their work and should be

attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort

is practi.pal_application—turning the lessons we learn

in space to the early benefit of life on Earth. Examples

of space benefits are manifold: they range from new

medical insights to new methods of communication, from

new management techniques to new ways of providing energy.

But these lessons do not apply themselves; we must make a

concerted effort to see that the practical results of

our space research are applied to the maximum advantage

of all mankind.

We must sec our space effort, then, not only as an

adventure of today but also as a sound investment in

tomorrow. We must realize that space travel has become

a part of our lives for the rest of time. We must think

of it as a continuing process--one which started in our

generation, but will go on day in and day out, year in
rcIr ?V

and year outL__. series of separate leaps,
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requiring massive concentrations of resources, and ac-

complished on crash timetables. What we do in space

from here on should become a normal part of our vigorous

national life planned in conjunction with all of the

other goals which are important to us and to the nations

who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie

ahead of us, but it is obvious that it is not only not

possible but it would not be wise to seize upon each of

them with all the capability and vigor at hand.

We can and we will reshape our space program along

more modest lines and move ahead with a determined start

and begin to prepare the way.

Whan then of the future? What does the future hold

for this nation in space? Where will we go from here?

The thrust of our space effort in the Seventies

will be:

1. We will continue to Lap.12re the moon.
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We will seek to maximize the scientific returns and

increase our capabilities for lunar surface exploration

as we gain experience. Later we will even have a jeep-

like, electric vehicle on the moon, to enable our

astronauts to explore exciting new formations unlike those

previously reached. We will fly Apollos through Apollo

19 and the previously scheduled Apollo 20 hardware will
p crYm e 4 si!IJ

be used to fly our firstilli space station in earth

orbit.

2. We will move ahead with bold explorations of

btr2 'to
the planets. During the next decade we4v.:_._1 launch an

automated spacecraft to observe every planet in the solar

system and to explore the vast spacesbetween them. We

will orbit Mars with unmanned spacecraft in 1971,
A  send a

spacecraft past Venus and Mercury in 1973 CLI send our

(:::first probe to Jupiter in 1972) and launch the unmanned------____

Viking lander to Mars in 1975. Meanwhile, new scientific

satellites of advanced types will be launched into Earth

orbit to bring us new information about the Earth, the

solar system and the universe beyond.
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3. We need to substantialli)rednce the cost of 
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apace operations4. We have started to design a reusable

space shuttle, a rocket plane that will take off vertically

but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be able

to travel between the Earth's surface and orbit on a

regular schedule, and will carry man and supplies to and

from a space station. This space transport will be

suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense

and commercial uses. The FY 1971 budget will have funds

to enable us to move ahead with the space shuttle.

4. We will extend man's capability to live and work

and do research in space. First, we will launch in 1972

our first experimental space station--using present-day

Apollo technology. This will be a large workshop in

orbit in which men learn how to perform useful tasks in

space. The major scientific experiment will be a large

solar telescope which astronauts will use to study solar

phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which

cannot be observed from Earth. By the middle of the

1970's, we should have the first longer-life space

station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to the space station, so that over
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the years we will build n large permanent base in Earth

orbit. From this space base, eventually, men will set

forth on an expedition to the planet Mars. The 1971

budget submission will enable us to move ahead with work

on the space station.

5. We will move ahead to provide nuclear power for

space. Chemical rockets and electrical power have suf-

ficed for the initial ventures of the 1960's, but we will

need to harness the power of the atom for future major

ventures in space.

6. We will hasten practical earth app_lications of

space technology. The development of ç, new earth resources

satellite-instrumentswhich can help in such varied

tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral deposits, and

detecting air and water pollution--will enable us to

assess our environment and use our resources more effectively.

We will continue to make other new applications of space-

related technology, especially in fields such as meteorology,

communications, navigation, and air traffic control. The

very act of reaching out to new worlds can help man improve

the quality of life in his home planet Earth.
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7. We will expand international cooperation in

space. In his address to the United Nations in September,

the President indicated that the United States will take

positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's

epic venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to

one nation but to all mankind." He believes that both

the adventures and the applications of space missions

should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be

faster and our acopmplishments will be greater if nations

work together in this effort, both in contributing

resources and in enjoying the resits. We have made a

beginning hare, but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space

program which is far-reaching and comprehensive, one

which extends our space capabilities, expands our

scientific knowledge, and puts them to work on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise to be sub-

stantial in spite of the reduced funding levels. We are

proposing an austere level of expenditures that will permit

our space effort to make steady progress, year by year, in

a manner which is consistent with meeting other important

national objectives.
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As we enter the new decade of the 1970's, we are

conscious of the fact that man is enbering a new historic
era in space. For the first time, terrestrial life has

reached beyond its home planet; for the first time, man

thinks of himself as from the planet Earth. I believe

that the new space program I have described will make us
proud both of the planet from which we come and of

man's increasing ability to travel beyond it.



Friday 1/9/70

12:00 Ken Cole advises that the date of the release of the

Space Message is definitely indefinite. It won't
be until after the State of the Union Message --
possibly the first week of February. However,
it will not be definite until some time next teiilq week.
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Suggested Draft: "A New Space Program--Challenge

and Opportunity"
January 8, 1970

Just one year ago this week, mankind first saw the

Earth as it appears from far out in space. We saw it,

as the poet Archibald McLeish wrote, "as it truly is,

small and blue and beautiful in that eternal silence

,where it floats."

In just one short year since that time,men from

our planet have returned to the Moon three times, and

landed twice for surface exploration. We have come to

understand that at Tranquillity Base mankind entered a

new era and opened an endless frontier for our children

and for future generations.

Stretching before us is the solar system challenging

our future explorers to unlock its secrets. It is a

vastness man can and will explore in search of answers

about himself and his destiny.

Man's first lunar landing in 1969 was a critical

milestone--and a turning point in the exploration of

space. Now this nation must decide its future in space,

in orbit, on the moon, and beyond. And we must seek new
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ways for men of other nations to join with us in this

exciting enterprise.

We have not only a great challenge, but a great

opportunity. History should record that we had the

wisdom to plan our future, the courage to grasp our

responsibility and the will to move forward boldly but

that we did not overlook the other pressing requirements

of our society. And history should record that this

.Administration displayed the required leadership, selected

the correct course, and set the right pace. This is a

major responsibility to the future which we accept.

When this Administration took office last January,

no clear-cut plans existed for a future space program

after the first Apollo landing. I established a Space

Task Group in February, headed by the Vice President, to

make "definitive recommendations on the direction which

the U.S. space program should take in the post-Apollo

period." Not only did the Space Task Group bring

together the high level leadership within the Administra-

tion, but it sought the advice and guidance of scientists,

engineers, business leaders, private citizens and Con-

gressional leaders.



The Space Task Group recommended "that this Nation

accept the basic goal of a balanced manned and unmanned

space program conducted for the benefit of all mankind"

and, as a focus for the development of new capability,

that "the United States accept the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary exploration with a manned

Mars mission before the end of this century as the first

target."

• While I accept the basic recommendations of the

Space Task Group, it is my responsibility as President

to balance our national needs against our resources.

We are faced with severe fiscal constraints and we

cannot afford to continue to fund our national space

effort on the same level as in the past. With the entire

universe before us and with many other urgent needs here

on earth, we must bring into balance our national priorities.

Therefore, I will send to Congress a space budget for

Fiscal Year 1971 which will be the space agency's lowest

in seven years.

In my judgment, there are three purposes which should

guide our space program in the years to come:

The first is exploration. Man has always been

fired with the zeal to travel over the next hill, to
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venture into the unknown, despite his inability to

predict precisely the value of any given exploration.

He has been willing to take risks and endure hardships,

willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experi-

ences. Man has come to feel that such quests are worth-

while in and of themselves--for this is one way in which

he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit.

A great nation must be an exploring nation if it wishes

to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific 

knowledge, a greater systematic understanding about our-

selves and the vast universe around us. On each of our

recent space flights, manes total information about nature

has expanded manyfold; the human race learned more about

the moon this week and Mars within a few weeks last

Summer than had been learned in all the centuties that

had gone before. The men who perform this important work

are not only the heroes who walk in spacesuits while

millions watch or launch powerful rockets in a burst of

flame. Most of our scientific progress comes about in

quiet laboratories and offices, where inquiring minds



decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways

which reveal new truths. These scientists are the true

avant garde of our times--their abilities constitute

one of our most valuable natural resources. Our space

program should help them in their work and should be

attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort

is practical application--turning the lessons we learn

in ,space to the early benefit of life on Earth. Examples

of space benefits are manifold: they range from new

medical insights to new methods of communication, from

new management techniques to new ways of providing energy.

But these lessons do not apply themselves; we must make a

concerted effort to see that the practical results of

our space research are applied to the maximum advantage

of all mankind.

We must see our spacea!fort, then, not only as an

adventure of today but also as a sound investment in

tomorrow. We must realize that space travel has become

a part of our lives for the rest of time. We must think

of it as a continuing process--one which started in our

generation, but will go on day in and day out, year in

and year out. Space exploration should be thought of
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as a continuing process, not as a series of separate

leaps, requiring massive concentrations of resources,

and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in

space from here on should become a normal part of our

vigorous national life planned in conjunction with all

of the other goals which are important to us and to the

nations who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie

' ahead of us, but it is obvious that it is not only not

possible but it would not be wise to seize upon each of

them with all the capability and vigor at hand.

We can and we will reshape our space program along

more modest lines and move ahead with a determined start

and begin to prepare the way.

propose seven major principles to guide our future

in space:

1. We should continue to explore the moon. Future

Apollo manned lunar landings will be stretched out to

maximize our scientific return from this project. We

will increase our capabilities for lunar surface explora-

tion as we gain experience. Later we will even have a

jeep-like, electric vehicle on the moon, to enable our
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• astronauts to explore exciting new formations unlike

those previously reached.

2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of 

the planets. During the next decade we will launch an

automated spacecraft to observe every planet in the solar

system and to explore the vast .space between them. We

plan to land an unmanned spacecraft on Mars in 1975. Mean-

while, new scientific satellites of advanced types,will

be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new information

about the earth, the solar system and the universe beyond.

3. We need to substantially reduce the cost of 

space operations. We have started to design a reusable

space shuttle, a rocket plane that will take off vertically,

but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be able

to travel between the Earth's surface and orbit on a

regular schedule, and will carry man and supplies to and

from a space station. This space transport will be

suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense

and commercial uses.

4. We will move ahead to provide nuclear power for 

space. Chemical rockets and electrical power have suf-

ficed for the initial ventures of the 1960's, but we will



need to harness the power of the atom for future major

ventures in space.

5. We must extend manes capability to live and work

and do research in space. First, we will launch in 1972

our first experimental space station--using present-day

Apollo technology. This will be a large workshop.in

orbit in which men learn how to perform useful tasks in

space. The major scientific experiment will be a large

. solar telescope which astronauts will use to study solar

phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which

cannot be 'observed from earth. By the middle of the

1970's, we should have the first longer-life space

station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to the space station, so that over the

years we will build a large permanent base in earth orbit.

From this space base, eventually, men will set forth on

an expedition to the planet Mars.

6. We must hasten practical earth applications of

space technology. The development of a new earth

resources satellite--an instrument which can help in

such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral
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deposits, and detecting air and water pollution--will

enable us to assess our environment and use our resources

more effectively. We will continue to make other new

applications of space-related technology, especially

in fields such as meteorology, communications, naviga-

tion, and air traffic control. The'very act of reaching

out to new worlds can help man improve the quality of

life life in his home planet earth.

7. We must expand international cooperation in 

space,. In my address to the United Nations in September,

I indicated that the United States will take positive

concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's epic

venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the

adventures and the applications of space missions should

be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster

and our accomplishments will be greater if nations work

together in this effort, bath in contributing resources

and in enjoying the results. We have made a beginning

here, but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space

program which is far-reaching and comprehensive, one
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which extends our space capabilities, expands our

scientific knowledge, and puts them to work on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise to be

substantial. We will seek to finance this program with

a level of expenditures that will permit our space

effort to make steady progress, year by year, in a

manner which is consistent with meeting other important

national objectives.

As we enter the new decade of the 1970's, we are

conscious of the fact that man is entering a new historic

era. For the first time, terrestrial life has reached

beyond its home planet; for the first time, man thinks

of himself as from the planet Earth. I believe that

the n9w space program I have described will make us

proud both of the planet from which we come and of man's

increasing ability to travel beyond it.
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Suggested Draft: "A New Space Program--Challenge

and Opportunity"
January 8, 1970

Just one year ago this week, mankind first saw the

Earth as it appears from far out in space. We saw it,

as the poet Archibald McLeish wrote, "as it truly is,

small and blue and beautiful in that eternal silence

‘pvi-lere it floats."

In just one short year since that time,men from

our planet have returned to the Moon three times, and

landed twice for surface exploration. We have come to

understand that at Tranquillity Base mankind entered a

new era and opened an endless frontier for our children

and for future generations.

Stretching before us is the solar system challenging

our future explorers to unlock its secrets. It is a

vastness man can and will explore in search of answers

about himself and his destiny.

Man's first lunar landing in 1969 was a critical

milestone--and a turning point in the exploration of

space. Now this nation must decide its future in space,

in orbit, on the moon, and beyond. And we must seek new
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ways for men of other nations to join with us in this

exciting enterprise.

We have not only a great challenge, but a great

opportunity. History should record that we had the

wisdom to plan our future, the courage to grasp our

responsibility and the will to move forward boldly but

that we did not overlook the other pressing requirements

of our society. And history should record that this

.Administration displayed the required leadership, selected

the correct course, and set the right pace. This is a

major responsibility to the future which we accept.

When this Administration took office last January,

no clear-cut plans existed for a future space program

after the first Apollo landing. I established a Space

Task Group in February, headed by the Vice President, to

make "definitive recommendations on the direction which

the U.S. space program should take in the post-Apollo

period." Not only did the Space Task Group bring

together the high level leadership within the Administra-

tion, but it sought the advice and guidance of scientists,

engineers, business leaders, private citizens and Con-

gressional leaders.
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The Space Task Group recommended "that this Nation

accept the basic goal of a balanced manned and unmanned

space program conducted for the benefit of all mankind"

and, as a focus for the development of new capability,

that "the United States accept the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary exploration with a manned

Mars mission before the end of this century as the first

target."
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cannot afford to continue to fund our national space

effort on the same level as in the past. With the entire

universe before us and with many other urgent needs here

on earth, we must balance -e-er national priorities.
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734' I will send to Congress ,a—siaacc budgct for

Fiscal Year 1971 which.. will be the space agency's lowest

in seven years.

In my judgment, there are three purposes which should

guide our space program in the :years to come:

The first is exploration. Man has always been

fired with the zeal to travel over the next hill, to
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venture into the unknown, despite his inability to

predict precisely the value of any given exploration.

He has been willing to take risks and endure hardships,

willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experi-

ences. Man has come to feel that such quests are worth-

while in and of themselves--for this is one way in which

he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit.

A great nation must be an exploring nation if it wishes

to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific 

knowledge, a greater systematic understanding about our-

selves and the vast universe around -us. On each of our

recent space flights, man's total information about nature

has expanded manyfold; the human race learned more about

the moon this week and Mars within a few weeks last

Summer than had been learned in all the centuries that

had gone before. The men who perform this important work

are not only the heroes who walk in spacesuits while

millions watch or launch powerful rockets in a burst of

flame. Most of our scientific progress comes about in

quiet laboratories and offices, where inquiring minds
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decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways

which reveal new truths. These scientists are the true

avant garde of our times--their abilities constitute

one of our most valuable natural resources. Our space

program should help them in their work and should be

attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort

is practical application--turning the lessons we learn

. in rspace to the early benefit of life on Earth. Examples

of space benefits are manifold: they range from new

medical insights to new methods of communication, from

new management techniques to new ways of providing energy.

But these lessons do not apply themselves; we must make a

concerted effort to see that the practical results of

our space research are applied to the maximum advantage

of all mankind.

We must see our space&fort, then, not only as an

adventure of today but also as a sound investment in

tomorrow. We must realize that space travel has become

a part of our lives for the rest of time. We must think

of it as a continuing process--one which started in our

generation, but will go on day in and day out, year in

and year out. Space exploration should be thought of
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as a continuing process, not as a series of separate

leaps, requiring massive concentrations of resources,

and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in

space from here on should become a normal part of our

vigorous national life planned in conjunction with all

of the other goals which are important to us and to the

nations who join with us.

We are fortunate that great opportunities lie

• ahead of us, but it is obvious that it is not only not

possible but it would not be wise to seize upon each of

them with all the capability and vigor at hand.

We can and we will reshape our space program along

more modest lines and move ahead with a determined start

and begin to prepare the way.

I propose seven major principles to guide our future

in space:

1. We should continue to explore the moon. Future

Apollo manned lunar landings will be stretched out to

maximize our scientific return from this project. We

will increase our capabilities for lunar surface explora-

tion as we gain experience. Later we will even have a

jeep-like, electric vehicle on the moon, to enable our
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• astronauts to explore exciting new formations unlike

those previously reached.

2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of 

the planets. During the next decade we will launch an

automated spacecraft to observe every planet in the solar

system and to explore the vast space between them. We
•

plan to land an unmanned spacecraft on Mars in 1975. Mean-

while, new scientific satellites of advanced types.will

be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new information

about the earth, the solar system and the universe beyond.

3. We need to substantially reduce the cost of 

space operations. We have started to design a reusable

space shuttle, a rocket plane that will take off vertically,

but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be able

to travel between the Earth's surface and orbit on a

regular schedule, and will carry man and supplies to and

from a space station. This space transport will be

suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense

and commercial uses.

4. We will move ahead to provide nuclear power for 

space. Chemical rockets and electrical power have suf-

ficed for the initial ventures of the 1960's, but we will
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need to harness the power of the atom for future major

ventures in space.

5. We must extend man's capability to live and work

and do research in space. First, we will launch in 1972

our first experimental space station--using present-day

Apollo technology. This will be a large workshop.in

orbit in which men learn how to perform useful tasks in

space. The major scientific experiment will be a large

.solar telescope which astronauts will use to study solar

phenomena for extended periods using wave lengths which

cannot be observed from earth. By the middle of the

1970's, we should have the first longer-life space

station module in orbit. Future launches will add

additional modules to the space station, so that over the

years we will build a large permanent base in earth orbit.

From this space base, eventually, men will set forth on

an expedition to the planet Mars.

6. We must hasten practical earth applications of

space technology. The development of a new earth

resources satellite--an instrument which can help in

such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral
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deposits, and detecting air and water pollution--will

enable us to assess our environment and use our resources

more effectively. We will continue to make other new

applications of space-related technology, especially

in fields such as meteorology, communications, naviga-

tion, and air traffic control. The'very act of reaching

out to new worlds can help man improve the quality of

life in his home planet earth.

7. We must expand international cooperation in 

space. In my address to the United Nations in September,

I indicated that the United States will take positive

concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's epic

venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the

adventures and the applications of space missions should

be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster

and our accomplishments will be greater if nations work

together in this effort, bath in contributing resources

and in enjoying the results. We have made a beginning

here, but much remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space

program which is far-reaching and comprehensive, one
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which extends our space capabilities, expands our

scientific knowledge, and puts them to work on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise to be

substantial. We will seek to finance this program with

a level of expenditures that will permit our space

effort to make steady progress, year by year, in. a

manner which is consistent with meeting other important

national objectives.

As we enter the new decade of the 1970's, we are

conscious of the fact that man is entering a new historic

era. For .the first time, terrestrial life has reached

beyond its home planet; for the first time, man thinks

of himself as from the planet Earth. I believe that

the new space program I have described will make us

proud both of the planet from which we come and of man's

increasing ability to travel beyond it.
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• II was just: a little over one year ago that men first saw the

Earth as it: appears from the Moon. In the laf.;t: twelve in On ths,

men from ou:t.: planet have traveled. to the Moon on four occasions

and twice they have walked on it Sll rface. With these unforget-

table experiences, we have gi-lined a new per FTC cLiv c on ourselves

and our WO r 3.(1

belicve these accomplishments should help us gain a new

perspective on our space prograrn as Having completed

that long stride into the fu In re which 3' as;been our goal for the

past decade, Nvu inn s; I: now define new goals which make sense for

the. Seventies. We 3-In.iSt build on the successes of the past, always

reaching out: for new achievements. But we must also recognize

that: many critical problems on thiS planet make higher priority

demands; on our attention and our re our cc S By no means should

we allow our space program to stagnate. But with the entire

future and the entire universe. before vs WO should not try to do

everything at once. in short, our approach to space must continue

to be bold but it also must be balanced.

When. this Admi.nistration came into office, there were no

for our spz-,ce program after the first-,



Apollo landing. To help remedy this situation, I established last

February a Space Task Group, headed by the Vice. J.-"resident, to

stusly possibilities for the future of that program...Their report •

was presented to me in Septeinber. After reviewing that report and

considering ,our national. priorities, I have rec,.Lch.ed a number of

conclusions concernin.g the future paCC and direction of the n.ati.on's

space efforts,

in my judgment, thrce genera) pu.rposes should guide on space

program in. the years to conic.

The fir st is exploration. FI:CM) OM C. immemorial, man has

in.sisted on. .1.,enturinl.,_.; into the unl-i tov,'n. despite his inability .to pre-

c.lict precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been:

willing to take 3:isles, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to

new experiences. Man. has come to feel that such quests arc worth-

while in and of themselves for they represent one way in wlyiell

he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A. great

'nation must always be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain

great,

A Sc conc.' purpose of our spa.ce program is scientific knowledge

--a greater systematic understandin about. our and our uni-

verse, With each of 01.13' spci CC VOIAll S, maii t s total information
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. about Datt.13:e has been dramatically expanded; the human 2..ace. was

able to learn more about the Ivioon and Mars in a fey,' hours last

summer than had been learned in all the centuries that had gone

before. The people who perfc»..m this important work are not only

those who walk in spacesuits Whno irdllions watch or th05;e who

launch powerful rockets in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific

progress carries in labo 3: a 10 3: ),C E.; and offices, where dedicated,

inquiri»g men and women decipher new facts a»d add them to old

ones in ways which reveal new truths. The a.bilities of these

S cientist:; cmistitute one of our most valuable national resources.

J believe that: our space program should help these peopl.e in their

work and should be attentive to their suggestions,

A third goal of the United States space effort is that of practi-

cal application — turning the lessons we learn in space to the

early benefit of life on Earth, Examples of such lessons arc ma.n.i-

fold; they range from new medical insights to new th od E; of

communication, from new management techniques to new ways of

providing energy. But these lessons will not apply themselves; we

must make a concerted effort tc.) see that: the results of our space

research are used to the maximum advantage of the human corn-

mun5t



We MUM; SCO CM).* space effort, then) not only as an adventuye

of today but also as an investme n ton) orrow. We did not go to

the Moon merely for the sport of it:. To be sure, these undertak-

ings 'have provided an exciting 'adventure for 11 mankind and we

are proud that it was our nation that met this challenge. But the.

most impc»..t'ant thing about man's first: footsteps on the Moon. is

what Illey prc»-nise fo).• th C fu tu r C.

We must reaJive that space travel will be a part of our lives

for the 3.'0 11.: of tirne. We must think of it: as a continuing process

One which Nvi 11 go on. day. in and day out, year in and year out:

and not: as a series of separate leaps, each requiring a massive

concentration of energy and will and accomplished on a crash time-

table. What we do in. space from here on in must become a normal.

and regular part: of our national life and must therefore be planned

in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are also

important to us. Space expenditures, in short, must take their

proper plac:e within. a rigc»:cpus. system of national priorities.

With these values in mind, I have concluded that our space pro--

tram should meet the following specific: objectives:

3. We should continue to explore thc.... Moon. Future Apollo

mann.ed lunP,r landings sh‘y,ild be spaced so as to ma.ximir,e. our
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ientilic return from each miy,sion, always iproviding, of c:ourse,

for the safety of those who undertake these ventures.

Z. Wc should move ahead with bold c.,:plorations of the planets

building ofl our impressive successes with unmanned spacecraft,

During the next Ci 0 Cade, VsiCt plan to launch unmanned spacecraft

(,t„which will 01)se .3.-\.7e fre. ph; nets of our sola r system and eXplore the

vast space between. them. We also plan. to send an unmannc:d

spacecraft to In on the planet Mars and investigate its surface.

Scientific satellites of many typeS will, be launched into Earth orbit

to b3..i.»g -us new information about the Earth, the solar system, and

the even more distant unive r S c.

3. We should work to reduce substantially- the cost of space

operations. Our present rocket. technology will provide a reliable..

launch capability for sonle time. But as wc build for the longer --

range future, our first step should be the development of a. re usable

space shuttle, a vehicle that \vould be launched like a. missile, but

. .
won hi land like. an airplane-, and could therefore be launched again

and again. Such a transport system would help us realize important

economies in our space program. The spacc shuttle should be de-

signed so that it Nvill be suitable for a v.,ido range of scientific,

clefeAse and cc»-rimercial
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4. We should seek to c:: tend mants capability to live and work

in space. The Experimental Space Station, a large orbiting work--

• shop, can be an importa».t fiZt L of this effort. We plan to build

and launch such a station -- using systems originally developed for

the, Apollo program and should begin, during the ne);t. few years,

to use it for Eyanned operational missions. We expect that men

will be working in space for months at a time during the 1970s.

Building on our eNperience with the Experimental. Space Station,

we should also begin, in this decade, to design a longer-lived Space

Station Module. Such a module would -provide a multi-purpose space

,platform for the longer-range future anci. would ultimately become a
•

building block for manned into travel:3AF; a par t: of thiE,

t,r1‘it
program, -1.4.11.44t: WC S' runcl eventually send men to explore

the planet Mars.

5.. We should hasten and expand the practical applications of

space technolocry. The development of earth resources satellites ---

platforms which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops,

locating minoral. deposits and measuring water resources --- will.

enable us to assess Our environment and use our 3.4CSOUrCCS more

effectively. We should continue to pursue.other applications of

space-related to in a vi do variety of fields, including
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- meteorology, communications, navigation, air traffic: control, edu-

cation and national defense. The very act of reaching out to new

planents can help man improve the quality of life on Earth_

6. We should encourage greater international cooperation in,

space. In 33.-iy address to the United Nations in September, I

that the United States will take positive, concrete steps

"toward internation.alizing man's epic venture into space -- an adven-

ture that belongs not to one nation but to all mankind. " I believe that

both the adventures and the applications of space missions should be

shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster and our accom-

plishments will be greater if nations will join together in this effort,

both in contributing the resources and sharing the benefits.

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these

goals will be a balanced space program, one Which will extend our

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our new learning

to work for the immediate benefit of all people.

But we must also recognize that we are 'faced with severe fiscal

constraints and that we cannot afford to continue to fund our national

• space effort on the same level as in the past. With the entire universe

before us and with many other urgent needs here on earth, we must
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find a new balance for space in our national. priorities. The space

budget I will send to Congress for Fiscal Year 1.971 will therefore be

lower than the previous year's. I am confident, however, that the

funding proposed in my budget message will allow our space program.

to rnake steady and impressive progress.

As we enter a new decade., we are conscious of the fact that man

is also entering a. new historic era. For the first time, he has reached

. beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of ourselves as men

from the planet Earth. It is my hope.  that we can plan and work in a way

which makes us proud both of the planet from which we. come and of oir

ability to trav6i beyond it. •

1/I/IfiI
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)1ROPOSED STA.TEMENT ON THE FU TURN
OF THE U. S. SPACE PROGRAM

It was juSt a little over one year ago that men first saw the

Earth as i.t appears from the Moon. In the last twelve month 5,

men from our planet have traveled to the Moon on four occasions

and twice they have walked on its slArface. With these unforget-

table experiences, W C have gained a 111 C \V perspective.,. on ourselves

and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new

perspective on our space program as well. Having completed

that long stride into the future which has been our goal for the

past decade, we must rl OW define new goals which make sense for

the. Seventies, We must: build on the successes of the past, always

reaching out for new achievements. But we must also recognize

that many critical problems on this planet make higher priority

demands on our attention and our resources. By no means should

we allow our space program to stagnate. But with the entire

future and the entire universe before us -- we should not try to do

everything at once. In short, our approach to space must continue

to be bold -- but it: also must be balanced.

When this Administration came into office, there were no

clear, comj)rohensive plans for our space program after the first-



Apollo landing. To help remedy this situa.tion, I CS tablished last

February a Space Task Group, headed by the Vice President, to

study possibilities for the future of that program.. Their report

was presented. to me in September. After reviewing that report and

considering ,our national priorities, I have reached a number of

conclusions concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's

space efforts,

In my judgment, three general purposes should guide our space

program in the years to conic.

The first is exploration. From time immemorial, man has

insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to pre-

dict precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been

willing to take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt: to

new experiences. Man has con-ie to feel that such quests are worth-

while in and of themselves -- for they represent one Nvay in which

he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A great

'nation. must always be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain

great.

A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge

-- a greater systematic: understanding about ourselves and our uni-

verse. With each of our space yentures, man's total. in
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about nature has been. ci raniati C any expanded; the human race was

able to learn more about the Moon and. Mars in a few hours last.

summer than had been learned in all the centuries that .had gone

before. The people who perform this important work are not only

those who walk in spacesuits while millions watch or those who

launch powerful rockets in a'burst of flame, Much. of our scientific

progress comes in laboratories and offices, where dedicated,

inquiring men and women decipher new facts and add them to old

ones in ways which reveal new truths. The abilities of these

scientis-ts constitute one of our most valuable national resources.

I believe that our space program should help these people in their

work and should be attentive to their suggestions.

A third goal of the United. States space effort is that of practi-

cal application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the

early benefit, of life on E;-..trth. Examples of such lessons are mani-

fold; they range from new medical. insights to new methods of

communication, from new management techniques :to new ways of

providing energy. But these lessons will not apply themselves; we

must make a concerted effort to see that the results of our space

research are used to the maximum advantage of the human corn-

mun77.ty.
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We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure

of today but: also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to

the Moon merely for the sport of it:. To be sure, these undertak-

ings have provided an exciting .adventure for all mankind and we

are proud that it was our nation that met this challenge. But the

most important: thing about: man's first: footsteps on the Moon. is

what: they promise. for the future.

We must realize that space travel will be a part of our lives

for the rest of time. We must think of it as a continuing process

-- one which will go on day in and day out, year in and year out: --

and not as a. SeriCS of separate leaps, .each requiring a massive

concentration, of energy and will and accomplished on a crash time-

table. What we do in space from here on in must become a. normal

and regular part: of our national life and must therefore be planned

in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are also

important to us. Space expenditures, in short, must: take their

proper place within a rigorous system. of national priorities.

With the se values in mind., I have concluded that our space pro-

gran-) should meet the following specific objectives:

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo

manned lunar landings should be spaced so as to maximize our
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scientific return from each mission, always providing, of course,

for the safety of those \via.°  undertake these ventures.

2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of the planets,

building on our impres.sive successes with unmanned spacecraft.

During the next decade, we plan to launch unmanned spacecraft

which will observe the planets of our solar system and explore the

vast space between them. We also plan to send an unmanned

spacecraft to land on the planet Mars and investigate its surface.

Scientific satellites of many types will be launched. into Earth orbit

to bring Us new information about the Earth, the solar system, and

the even. more distant universe.

3. We should work to reduce substantially the cost of space

(2perations. Our present rocket technology will provide a reliable

launch capability for some time. But as We build for the longer-

range future, our first step should be the development of a. re-usable

space shuttle, a vehicle that would be launched like a missile, but

would land like an airplane, and could therefore be launched again

and again. Such a transport system would help us realize important

economies in. our space program, The space shuttle should be de-

signed so that it will be suitable for a wide range of scientific,

defedse and commercial uses.
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4. We should seek to extend man's capability to live. and work

in space. The Experimental Space Station, a large orbiting work-__

• shop, can. be an important part of this effort. We .plan to build

and launch such a station -- using systems originally developed for

the Apollo program -- and should begin, during the next few years,

to use it for manned. operational missions. We expect that men

will be working in space for months at a time during the 1970s.

Building on. our experience with the Experimental. Space Station,

we should also begin, in this decade, to design a. longer-lived Space

Station Module. Such a module would 'provide a multi-purpose space

platform for the longer-range future and would ultimately become a

building block for manned interplanetary travel. As a part of this

program, T- bcl.i.cvc that we should eventually send men to explore

the planet Mars.

5.. We should hasten and expand the 2ractical app_lic.ations of

tpace_technol:ogy_. The development of earth resources satellites --

platforms which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops,

locating mineral deposits and measuring water resources - will-

enable us to assess our environment and use our resources more

effectively. We should continue to pursue .otlaer applications of

space-related technology in a wide variety of fields, including
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meteorology, communications, navigation, air traffic control, edu-

cation and national defense. The very act of reaching out to new

planents can help man improve the quality of life on Earth.

6. We should encourage greater international cooperation in

space. In my address to the United Nations in September, I indi-

cated that the United States will take positive, concrete steps

"toward internationalizing man's epic venture into space — an adven-

ture that belongs not to one nation but to all mankind. " I believe that

both the adventures and the applications of space missions should be

shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster and. our accom-

plishments will be greater if nations will join together in this effort,

both in contributing the resources and sharing the benefits.

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these

goals will he a balanced space program, one which will extend our

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our new learning

to work for the immediate benefit of all people.

But we must also recognize that we are faced with severe fiscal

constraints and that we cannot afford to continue to fund our national

space effort on the same level as in the past. With the entire universe

before us and with many other urgent needs here on earth, we must
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find a new balance for space in our national priorities. The space

budget I will send to Congress for Fiscal Year 1971 will therefore be

lower than the previous year's. I am confident, however, .that the

funding proposed in my budget message will allow our space program

to make steady and impressive progress.

As we enter a new decade, we are conscious of the fact that man

is also entering a new historic era. For the first time, he has reached

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of ourselves as men

from the planet Earth. It is my hope that we can plan and work in a way

which makes us proud both  of the planet from which we come and of our

ability to travel beyond it.
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January 6, 1970

Honorable Thomas 0. Paine
Administrator
National Aeronautics and

Space Administration.

Honorable Robert P. Mayo
Director of the

Bureau of the budget

It was agreed with I.,r. Payne that NASA 'a FY 1971 budget will be
$3,539 million in budget authority and $3, 600 million in budget out-
lays. These goals will be met subject to the following Presidential
objectives.

1. The Manned Space Flight Program is to be carried. out on
the- previously agreed-upon schedule (there is to be no
cancellation of any i,pollo flight, the report to the contrary
in the newspapers having been a misquote of Dr. Lowe).

2. HLAO and NTC satellites will not be started in Fiscal Year 71.

3. There is no commitment, implied or otherwise, for develop-
ment starts for either the space station or the shuttle in FY 72.
That is a matter to be discussed when the 172 budget is
developed.

The President's option with regard to final Saturn 5 launch,
as to whether it be a lunar mission or a second Experimentoi
Space Station is still open.

Within the above objectives, NiA,SA is to have full flexibility in planning
and carrying out the reduction of its FY 71 budget from the original mark
of $3,825 million to the new mark of $3,609 million in budget outlays.

cc: Mr. Ehrlichman
Mr. Kriegsman

Whitehead

Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President



January 5, 1970

1.404011ANDUld FOR MR. FLANIGAN

The current NASA budget situation is as follows:

BOB NASA

BA BO BA BO
3,410 3.600 3,609 3,600

The major differences are:

(a) BOB has reduced advanced research sad technology
by $53 million BA below the NASA position.

(b) BOB has reduced Viking by $10 million BA lower
than NASA,

(c) BOB has reduced space station and shuttle by
$30 million BA below NASA.

(d) NASA wants $107 million BA for new starts (list
attached) and prefers $25 million across-the-board
cuts in outlays rather than detailed BOB cuts.

NASA and BOB agree on FY 72 impact of Viking and other major
programs. The total outlays estimated for the two proposals are:

71
Rua-out 72 IrdiTsi _gas,

BOB 3,600 3,450 3.650
NASA 3,600 3600 3,900



Our major major problem appears to be preserving the President's
program and desired budget restraint while not "nickel and dLxning
Paine to death. I recommend this following comproznise poeition
be sent to Pada. by you or John Ehrlictunaa:

The NASA FY 71 budget will be $3, SOO BA sad $3, 600 outlays,
subject to the following Presidential objectives:

I. The mallftlid space flight program is to be carried out on
the agreed schedule.

2. MAL) and NTC satellites are not to be started.

3. There is to be no contractual or implied commitment to
S'Y 72 development starts for either the spice station or the shuttle.
Technology studies should give priority to the shuttle over the
space station.

4. The option should be maintained for the President to decide
on a lanes mission or a second 'Experimental Space Station launch
for the last Saturn V of the current production run.

S. Within dte above constraints, NASA Ls to have full
flexibility In planning and carrying out the program.

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

Attaciuli era.

cc: Mr. Kriegsman
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed



FY 71 budget Authority for New Starts
Request. by NASA
(No FY 71 Outlays)

'Amer science
Bioscience
080 4
NImbia
Physic Explorers 4
ATS 10
Launch Vehicle Improvements 6
° IDA 6
Aeronautics 10
HEA.0 4
NTC Saturn 4
Apollo 40

Total 107
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

honorable Robert P. llayo
Director, Bureau of the Budget
Vashington, D.C. 205D3

Dear lir . Mayo:

*JAN 21973

Peter Flanigan has indicated that concern may exist that the adjustmentsoutlined in my letter today to attain the best Space Program within thevery limited dollars would "coit" the President to a higher budgetlevel in FY 1972. I can state cate3orically that oa a straight runoutbasis because of reductions in Viking, Apollo, and other older programs,the program MiN rAsA has proposed for FY 1971 does not "comit" thePresident to a 17Y 1972 level in excess of 0,600 million. A deeision.in the FY 1972 fluc1j to proceed with new programs, such as actualdevelopment o2 a space shuttle/space station or a "Grand Tour" of theouter planets, would, of course, bring FY 1972 requireraents above theIt 2600 million level.

Mr. Flanigan also requested that VASA give you further information onthe reductioa of $25 million in FY 1971 c::penditure3 which, togethcrwith the deferral of the Viking MiSJi011, permits us to hold EMA'sFY 1971 outlays to 0,600 million. To achieve this reduction, NASAwill, as we have done in tele past, establish the necessau tight con-trols across the board on work accmplishrient and procurement phasingwhich will reduce FY 1971 expenditures by the amount revired. To alarge extent these actions will be taken in major current contracts,in the support base for the Apollo-lunar program, and ia other supportoperations. We'cannot at this time further identify all of the programsand projects in which such reductions will be made, but our preliminarystudies and experience show that with fle%ibility orAhe budget authorityside we can guarantee to control our rates of expenditure in theseareas by the aunt necose_ry to held tntal e:Tenditures to the 0,600million limitation.



2

I trust that this clarifies for you the 1972 in.plicationo of the
minimal IM'a prozrvra.

Sincerely your,

OtUnaj slgned by

T. 0. Paine
Administrator



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Jnnuary 14 1970

Bonoreele Rebert P. Mayo
Directo17
Bureau of the Budget
Executive Office 02 the President
Vachington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. Mayo: ,

In giving ma the President's decisions on the VASA FY 1971 budgetTu2slay afternoon, Peter Flanigan made it clear that the controllingdecision vas the neecssity to hold MASA FY 194 outlays to $3,G00million and that the President wished to achieve the best possiblespace program for his tdelinistration within this liuttation. Magave ma a table entitled "Impact of $225 million outlay reductiOnin NIVA space program" which had been discuesed with the President.Thin table outlined the probable tact of such a reduction asseen by the Bureau of the Ludgoti but Lir. Flanlan nIde it clearthat N..',SA's space expertis were free to revise anything on the sheeteNcept the $3,600 million outlay figure in the lower right handcorner. I emphasi::ca to him and Bryce Earlow the necessity forgiving VASA M:INiM11111 flexibility within the $3,600 millionexpenditure ceiling. ' •

I advis2d him, and subsequently you, that I would, of couree, acceptand meet this expenditure limitation like a gool soldier eventhough it would be e:aremely difficult to maintain the 
forwardlooi.,-;g stance on the space program vhich the President has indicatedto me many times ha wishes to maintain -- xyoyirled. that I have theflexibility to adjust program details and budget authority require-ments to give the President the strongest possible balanced prograiawithin the c::penditure limitation. This is the year, and the FY 1971budget is the instrur:len, in which President flixon's initiativesin space will go on the record b00%s.

F01104ing my meeting with Messrs. Flanigan and Ilarlc-7, NASA !,orkedaround .the cloe% to put together the best Foe:Able program withinthe $3,600 million e::2nditnre limit. U2 concurred that deferringthe Vning MI33i0.1 two years was necessary. We male other adjustentoto give the nation the beet balanced space program and the Administrationthe soundest space initiatives to defend before the Congress with
the FY 1971 budget. The enclosed corrected page proofs give the
details.
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The adjustments that FAA consid2rs essential produce a 1971 budget
authority request of $3,609 million End the required outlays of
$3,600 million. VASA has always met its col;..ylitments on outlays,
and iill absolutely guarantee to keep FY 1971 outlays within the
$3,600 million. UASA's cNperience with budget reductions in recent
years has been such you need feel no concern on this point; you
have agreed with me that our performance deronstrates that ve will
meet our estimates.

If these estimates are not acceptable to you, Iwill have to discuss
the matter with the President. The advice he hs s been given that
the VASA budget authority should be reduced to $3,410 million is
not based on facts, end the suggested reductions are not the
best way to reach the required limiting figure on outlays. We
must have the fle:dbility to give the President the best crace
program he can have within the drastic limitation on oxpenditure.

Sincerely yours,

rirrginali .siz-ncsd'hjif.D.Paa)r!
T. O. Paine
Administrator

cc: Mr. Peter Flanigan
Assistant to the President
The White House

Mr. Bryce Harlow
Assistant to the President
The White House

Mr. John Ehrlichman
Counsel to the President
The White House



THE WHITE *HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE STAFF SECRETARY

RE: Log No. 2518 (NASA Budget)

I submit the following recommendations with respect to Dr. Paine'
letter of December 17, 1969, appealing the reduction in NASA's 1971
budget.

a. The Saturn V production should be suspended.

b. Effort on the space shuttle and space station should be reduced
by $150 million of MSF funds.

c. The frequency of Saturn V launches should be reduced to an
average 1 1/2 year instead of two per year, thereby extending the
period of manned space flight beyond the presently planned date of
1974 (I have asked Dr. Paine to comment directly to me on this point).

d. The university research funds should be eliminated as requested
by the President.

e. The Electronics Research Center should be closed and critical
stages of its research effort reassigned to existing centers.

f. HEAO should be deferred.

g. Program management costs should be reduced from $707 to
$654 million.

The net result of these changes will reduce the NASA budget to $3, 700
million. We believe that this level will provide a satisfactory space
program consistent with the proposed Presidential statement on space.

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Kriegsman
Central Files
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Dr. Paine's program changes to achieve a $31 700 million budget
are unacceptable to the Administration. They result in a termination
of the manned space program in 1972, the onus of which would be on
the President, and they begin development and create commitments
for very expensive programs that will require excessive outlays in
the next few years.

I believe we should not only reaffirm the President's $3,700 million
.decision,, but specify to NASA the broad outline, as described above,
as to how it is to be achieved.

Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President

Enclosure



Monday 1/5/70

1:50 Ken Cole's Office called. Tom had asked about the status of the
Space message. Mr. Cole wrote a memo to Mr. Keogh sending
over changes, and is having Mr. Keogh's office prepare it in
final and hold the master indefinitely. She did not know what the
reason is for the delay or how long "indefinitely" will be. She
said she would take a note in to Mr. Cole and that he would
probably call Tom if he could tell him anything more.
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OFF.CE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

o\AUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRALON
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Mr. James Keogh
Special Assistant to the President
Tha White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. Keogh:

DEC 2 2 1969

In accordance with our telephone conversation of Friday evening,
I am sending you two versions of the suggested Presidential state-
ment on space: the draft prepared by Tom Whitehead and your office
(Huebner) with our suggested changes, and a new version that we
would recommend.

Although we like the general tone and organization of the original
draft, we want to suggest a different approach that reflects our
Knowledge of the reaction of the public and of the scientific
community to the Space Task Group report.

Sincerely yours,
Original signed

T.O. Paine

T. O. Paine
Administrator

Actachments

cc:
Vice President Agnew
Mr. Peter Flanigan
Mr. Tom Whitehead/
Dr. Lee DuBridge
Mr. Robert Mayo
Mr. herbert Klein
Mr.. William Anders





December 20, 1969

Suggested Statement on Space 
with NASA Proposed Revisions 

Just one year ago this week, mankind had its first opportunity

Lc, see the Earth as it appears from the Moon. We saw it, as

Archibald MacLeish wrote last Chriscmas Day, as it truly is, small

am_ blue and beautiful in that eternal silence where it floats." In the

on. short year since that time, men from our planet have walked on the

Moon': surface on two occasions. With these unforgettable experiences,

we have gained a new perspective on ourselves and our world.

I believe that these acrryoldishmenr' Lnuld help us gain a new

„perspective on our program iu pdoe, as well. Having completed that

g2ant leap into the future which has been our goal for the past decade,

we muf„c now define new goals which make sense for the Seventies. We

must oecide intelligently just what it is we want to do and we must do

it well. But we must also understand that -- with the entire future

and the entire universe before us -- we should not try to do everything

at once. Our approach must continue to be bold -- but it must also be

balanced.

In my judgment, three purposes should guide our space program in

years to come.

The first is exploration. From time immemorial, man has insisted

ve"-.1ring into the unknown, despite his inability to predict precisely

Lhu v;lue of any given exploration. He has been willing to take risks,

willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences. Man has
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con,? tJ ieel that such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves --

fox this is one way in which he expresses his spirit and expands his

vision. A great nation must always be an exploring nation if it wishes

to remain great.

A
-The second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge,

a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe.

On each of our recent space flights, man's total information about

nature has expanded manyfold; the human race was able to learn more

about the moon in a few hours last summer than it had learned in all

the centuries that had gone before. The heroes who perform this impor-

tant work are not only those who walk in spacesuits while millions watch

those who
or launch powerful rockets in a burst of flame. Most of our scientific

progress comes in laboratories and offices, where countless quiet heroes

decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways which reveal new

truths. The abilities of these scientists constitute one of our most

valuable natural resources; our space program should help them in their

work and should be attentive to their suggestions.

A
-The third goal of the United States' space effort is that of applica-

tion -- turning the lessons we learn in ,space to the benefit of life on

Earth. Such lessons aro mnrCiold: they range from new medical insights

to new methods of communications, from new management techniques to new

ways of providing energy. But these lessons do not apply themselves; we

must make a concerted effort to see that the results of our learning are

used to the maximum advantage of all mankind.



We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of
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today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the

Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, these undertakings have

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud to have

been the people to meet this challenge. But the most important thing

about these accomplishments is what they promise for the future. We

must realize that space travel will be a part of our lives for the rest

of time. We must think of it as a continuing process -- one which goes

on day in and day out, year in and year out -- and not as a series of

separate leaps, requiring massive concentrations of energy and will and

accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in space from here on in

must become a normal and regular part of our national life and must

therefore be planned in conjunction with all of the other goals which

are also important to us.

Earlier this year I established the Space Task Group to review

possibilities for the future of our space program. I have studied their

conclusions carefully and have reached the following answers to the

question: "Where do we go from here?"

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo manned

will be planned
lunar landingsiolaQuld-be-paced,so as to,maximize our scientific return

We will even have a jeep-like, electric vehicle on
from this project, -always,providing,-of ..course,,,forwawaltunch-scheduleq.

the Moon, to enable our astronauts to explore exciting new formations
tilatwill,.notimpair,the,.safety-,of,those,-who-undertake--these.missions;

unlike any areas previously reached.
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2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of the planets

of
and' the solar system. During the next decade we will launch a space-

craft to observe every planet and to explore the vast space between

them. We plan to land an unmanned spacecraft on Mars in 1973. Mean-

while, new scientific satellites of many types *also will be launched

into Earth orbit to explore near the Earth and to bring us new informa-

tion about the universe beyond.

We need to substantially reduce the cost of space launches. We
3. ..Wei-ehotri(1-1-ower,the• cost-,of-space.,1-aunches.-- Our •present,

have started to design a reusable space shuttle, a rocket plane that will
.rocket technology,- will provide .a rellable-launch-capability for some,-

take off vertically, but land horizontally like an airplane. It will be
time., Because-the-eight :Saturn ..V launch vehicles-inr,our current inventory,

able to travel between the earth's surface and orbit on a regular schedule,
„aresufficient-for,the_planned••rate.of,lunar-explorationiwe-:will-suspend.

and will carry men and supplies to and from a space station. This space
the .production-of-the-Saturn-V.for-the immediate-,future. This productioa,

transport will be suitable also for a wide range of scientific, defense
.can be resummed-later_as the :need .ardaes... Building:,for,the .-longer .range„

and commercial uses.
,future,. werwilltbeginwto,.design a•-reusable ,,space .shuttle',- a- rocket -that...

can -be,..fired,rve-turned--to - earth, and used -again terlaunchings'.

,This,...space-iaunching• capacity' will be suitable-for-a--wide,...range of

sc ientifterdefenseAwand-comrnercial- use sl
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We must extend man's capability to live and work in space.
4. Ventzhould-develop -anl,extended space-ieapabilityfor man

First, we will launch an experimental space station -- using present-
•Eir in.,Earth' -orb-it- and -later in. space ,beyondrw,14e

day Apollo technology. This will be a workshop in which men learn how
.Experinental,'SpaceStation-utili:zinw-Apollo-level.technology,...p

to do useful tasks in space. The major scientific experiment will be
ianc; will 'begin manned operational.•miss.ions the--next—few4

a large solar telescope which astronauts will use to study the sun for
'wili' be-working in .spacefor..

extended periods. By the middle of the 1970's, we should have a longer-
nor _hs . ,..-dnmthe,cominp, decade

life space-station module that will serve as a building block for a
.sineven-longer-lived -Space,Station,Module-that-,wilIYprovidealonger.,.

permanent base in earth orbit. From this space base, eventually, men
range space-plat f a'. Stati.vn-iolvi.1L -13erver-as-ca ing: b 1 ock

will set forth on an expedition to the planet Mars.
for.inenned 'interplanetary ,travel, an...effortvwhich,..44111,ultimatelys.inc1ude

sending rnen to.,:explar net Mars,4

5. We must expand earth applications of space technology. The

development of an earth resources satellite -- an instrument which can

help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral deposits

tracking
and 'tracing schools of fish -- will enable us to assess our environment

and use our resources more effectively.' We will continue to make other

new applications of space-related technology, especially in fields such

as meteorology, communications, navigation, and air traffic control.

The very act of reaching out to new worlds can help man improve the

quality of life in this world.
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6. We must expand international cooperation in space. In my

address to the United Nations in September, I indicated that the

United States will take positive concrete steps "toward internation-

alizing man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that belongs

not to one nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the

adventures and the applications of space missions should be shared by

all peoples. Our progress will be faster and our accomplishments will

be greater if sal-10 nations work together in this effort, both in contri-

buting resources and in enjoying the results.
six

These .f4veimajor principles will produce a space program which is

far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends our space capabilities,

expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to work on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise to be substantial. We will

seek to finance this program with a level of expenditures that will

permit our space effort to make steady progress, year by year, in a

manner which is consistent with our need to meet other important national

objectives.

In a few days we will enter a new decade. As we do so, we are

conscious of the fact that man is also entering a new historic era.

For the first time, we are exploring beyond our planet; for the first

time, we will think of ourselves as men from the planet Earth. It is

my hope that we can plan and work in a way which makes us proud both of

the planet from which we come and of our ability to travel beyond it.





Suggested Draft: "A New Space Program -- Challenge and Opportunity"

Dec. 21, 1969

Just one year ago this week, mankind first saw the Earth as it

appears from far out in space. We saw it, as the poet Archibald

McLeish wrote, "as it truly is, small and blue and beautiful in that

eternal silence where it floats."

In just one short year since that time, men from our planet have

returned to the Moon three times, and landed twice for surface explora-

tion. We have come to understand that at Tranquillity Base mankind

entered a new era and opened an endless frontier for our children and

for future generations.

Stretching before us is the solar system challenging our future

explorers to unlock its secrets. It is a vastness man can and will

explore in search of answers about himself and his destiny.

Man's first lunar landing in 1969 was a critical milestone--and

a turning point in the exploration of space. Now this nation must

decide its future in space, in orbit, on the moon, and beyond. And

we must seek new ways for men of other nations to join with us in this

exciting enterprise.

We have not only a great challenge, but a great opportunity.

History should record that we had the wisdom to plan our future, the

courage to grasp our responsibility and the will to move forward
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boldly. And history should record that this Administration displayed

the required leadership, selected the correct course, and set the right

pace. This is a major responsibility to the future which we accept.

With the entire universe before us and with many other urgent

needs here on earth, we obviously cannot seize upon every opportunity

with all the vigor and capability at hand. We can and will, however,

make a determined start, and prepare the way.

When this Administration took office last January, no clear-cut

plans existed for a future space program after the first Apollo landing.

I established a Space Task Group in February, headed by the Vice Presi-

dent, to make "definitive recommendations on the direction which the

U.S. space program should take in the post-Apollo period." Not only

did the Space Task Group bring together the high level leadership within

the Administration, but it sought the advice and guidance of scientists,

engineers, business leaders, private citizens and Congressional leaders.

The Space Task Group reported its recommendations to me in

September. Today I am here to announce acceptance of its basic

recommendations and to outline the space program I believe this Nation

must pursue in the coming years.

The Space Task Group recommended "that this Nation accept the

basic goal of a balanced manned and unmanned space program conducted

for the benefit of all mankind" and, as a focus for the development of
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new capability, that "the United States accept the long-range option

or goal of manned planetary exploration with a manned Mars mission

before the end of this century as the first target."

In my judgment, these recommendations are sound, and consistent

with the three purposes which I believe should guide our space program

in the years to come.

The first is exploration. Man has always been fired with the

zeal to travel over the next hill, to venture into the unknown, despite

his inability to predict precisely the value of any given exploration.

He has been willing to take risks and endure hardships, willing to be

surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences. Man has come to feel

that such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves--for this is one

way in which he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A

great nation must be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge,

a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and the vast universe

around us. On each of our recent space flights, man's total information

about nature has expanded manyfold, the human race learned more about

the moon and Mars within a few weeks last Summer than had been learned

in all the centuries that had gone before. The men who perform this

important work are not only the heroes who walk in spacesuits while

millions watch or launch powerful rockets in a burst of flame. Most

of our scientific progress comes about in quiet laboratories and offices,

where inquiring minds decipher new facts and add them to old ones in
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ways which reveal new truths. These scientists are the true avant

garde of our times--their abilities constitute one of our most valuable

natural resources. Our space program should help them in their work

and should be attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort is practical 

application--turning the lessons we learn in space to the early

benefit of life on Earth. Examples of space benefits are manifold:

they range from new medical insights to new methods of communication,

from new management techniques to new ways of providing energy. But

these lessons do not apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort

to see that the practical results of our space research are applied

to the maximum advantage of all mankind.

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of

today but also as a sound investment in tomorrow. We did not go to

the Moon to provide a TV spectacular. To be sure, our space under-

takings have provided an exciting adventure for all mankind, and we

are proud that it was America, building on the science and technology

of all lands, which met this age-old challenge. But the most important

thing about man's first footsteps on the moon are what they promise

for the future. We must realize that space travel has become a part

of our lives for the rest of time. We must think of it as a continuing

process--one which started in our generation, but will go on day in

and day out, year in and year out. Space exploration should be thought

of as a continuing process, not as a series of separate leaps,
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requiring massive concentrations of resources, and accomplished on

crash timetables. What we do in space from here on should become a

normal part of our vigorous national life planned in conjunction with

all of the other goals which are important to us and to the nations

who join with us.

Based on this Administration's thorough year-long study of our

space strength and potential, I now recommend new commitments, bold

new visions, a set of goals and objectives that will give purpose and

direction to the space efforts of government, industry and the scientific

and educational communities, and that will lead to spiritual and practical

benefits to mankind. I propose seven major principles to guide our

future in space:

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo manned

Lunar landings will be stretched out to maximize our scientific return

from this project. We will increase our capabilities for lunar surface

exploration as we gain experience. Later we will even have a jeep-like,

electric vehicle on the Moon, to enable our astronauts to explore

exciting new formations unlike those previously reached.

2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of the planets.

During the next decade we will launch an automated spacecraft to observe

every planet in the solar system and to explore the vast space between

them. We plan to land an unmanned spacecraft on Mars in 1973. Meanwhile,

new scientific satellites of advanced types will be launched into Earth

orbit to bring us new information about the earth, the solar system and

the universe beyond.
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3. We need to substantially reduce the cost of space operations.

We have started to design a reusable space shuttle, a rocket plane

that will take off vertically, but land horizontally like an airplane.

It will be able to travel between the Earth's surface and orbit on a

regular schedule, and will carry men and supplies to and from a space

station. This space transport will be suitable also for a wide range

of scientific, defense and commercial uses.

4. We will move ahead to provide nuclear power for space.

Chemical rockets and electrical power have sufficed for the initial

ventures of the 1960's, but we will need to harness the power of the

atom for future major ventures in space.

5. We must extend man's capability to live and work and do

research in space. First, we will launch in 1972 our first experimental

space station--using present-day Apollo technology. This will be a

Large workshop in orbit in which men learn how to perform useful tasks

in space. The major scientific experiment will be a large solar

telescope which astronauts will use to study solar phenomena for

extended periods using wave lengths which cannot be observed from

earth. By the middle of the 1970's, we should have the first longer-life

space station module in orbit. Future launches will add additional modules

to the space station, so that over the years we will build a large

permanent base in earth orbit. From this space base, eventually, men

will set forth on an expedition to the planet Mars.
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6. We must hasten practical earth applications of space technology.

The development of a new earth resources satellite--an instrument which

can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral

deposits, and detecting air and water pollution--will enable us to

assess our environment and use our resources more effectively. We

will continue to make other new applications of space-related technology,

especially in fields such as meteorology, communications, navigation,

and air traffic control. The very act of reaching out to new worlds

can help man improve the quality of life in his home planet earth.

7. We must expand international cooperation in space. In my

address to the United Nations in September, I indicated that the United

States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing

man's epic venture into space--an adventure that belongs not to one

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the adventures and

the applications of space missions should be shared by all peoples.

Our progress will be faster and our accomplishments will be greater

if nations work together in this effort, both in contributing resources

and in enjoying the results. We have made a beginning here, but much

remains to be done.

These seven major principles will produce a space program which

is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends our space

capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to work

on Earth.
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The benefits of such a program promise to be substantial. We

will seek to finance this program with a level of expenditures that

will permit our space effort to make steady progress, year by year,

in a manner which is consistent with meeting other important national

objectives.

I speak to you today in the final hours of an old decade. As

we enter the new decade of the 70's, we are conscious of the fact

that man is entering a new historic era. For the first time, terrestrial

life has reached beyond its home planet; for the first time, man thinks

of himself as from the planet Earth. I believe that the new space

program I have described will make us proud both of the planet from

which we come and of man's increasing ability to travel beyond it.
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MEMORANDUM -
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THE WHITE HOUSE Ref. 6299

WAS

February 12, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT BEHR

FROM: William Watis\
L

SUBJECT: Dr. Paine Reports on Int ernational
Space Cooperation

Upon reading your memorandum concerning Dr. Paine's
report on space cooperation, the President commented
that he would like to have a program,which could be
announced as soon as possible for German, Japanese,
British and French Astronauts to participate in our space
program. The President wishes to have this program
initiated in the earliest feasible year. Could you please
discuss this with your colleagues in NASA, and then prepare
an appropriate report from Kissinger to the President.

CONFIDENTIAL
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 10, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR

DR. THOMAS 0. PAINE
ADMINISTRATOR
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE

ADMINISTRATION

SUBJECT: President's Review of Canadian Trip Report

The President ha: reviewed your letter of January 9, 1970 which
• summarizes the eients of your Canadian trip aid highlights

recent clevelopme:its in international space coo.)eration. We
continue to be enc Duraged by the progress sign lied by your report.

Best of luck on yo ir visit to Australia.

ft

Henry /A. Kissinger

••
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-MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

DECLASSIFIED

A thnn, NSC wativiv

B Date41191IC

INFORMATION 

February 2, 1970

*MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: Henry A. Kissinger /s/HK

SUBJECT: Dr. Paine Reports on Internationa: Space Cooperation

Dr. Paine has sent you a letter (Tab A) reporting the results of
his recent trip to Canada and highlighting other developments in
international space cooperation since his letter of November 7, 1969.
These are his main points:

The rieeting with Canadian space officials was held for the
purpose of acquainting them with U.S. space planning for the next
decade and laying the groundwork for more substantial Canadian
participation during the 1970's. The conversat! ons went well and

..aTe:cp.u,s,e for. opt..:nism. regarding Ca,nadian•iniiplv-ement in our
future programs.

-- In Eutope there is growing evidence of a desire for greater
participation in U. S. programs, especially NA;3A's proposed space
station and space shuttle. Plans are being laid for European association
with us in the preparatory studies relating to ft- ese two programs.

— In March, NASA will hold its quarterly review of future
programs. Agen.: 3 of the European Space Conference and representatives
of other interested nations (Canada, Australia ;.nd Japan, for example)
will be invited. Cne of the results of this meeCng may be a first move
toward an informal "International Space Counci". This would not be a
U.S. initiative (our sponsorship might be count3rproductive), but a
logical product of the conference agenda and retated discussions.

— The Soviets (USSR Academy of Scie aces) have now" acknowledged
our overtures and are receptive to discussions on the subject in "three or
four months". Their concept of cooperation, a: this juncture, appears to
be both tentative and limited — independent but coordinated programs, with
an exchange of information on the results.

The most significant area for space cooperation appears, for the present,

to be with the European community. This 'Is, I believe, the consequence of



first, your very positive statements on the subject, and then Dr. Paine's
low-key but eminently statesman-like visits to the European space
community (and their reciprocal visits here). Specifically illustrative
of what has come of the dialogue is the interest being shown within the
new government .)f the FRG. Our Embassy in Bonn has reported that
consideration is being given within the FRG to a level of participation
in our post-Apollo program of up to 10% of the cost. This is an
encouraging sign.

I will send a note to Dr. Paine advising him that you have noted his
report.

a

11.1
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• MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH! OTO

January 28, 1970

th.

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. KISSINGER

FROM: Robert M. Behr

ACTION 

6299

SUBJECT: Dr. Paine Reports on International Space Cooperation

As a follow-on to his Canadian trip, Dr. Paine has written (Tab A)

to the President reporting recent developments in international

space cooperation. He comments on (1) productive dialogue with

the Canadians; (2) increasing momentum toward participation by
Europeans; (3) te possibilities for an informal "International Space
Council"; and (4) a mild thawing of heretofore glacial Soviet attitudes

toward space cocperation.

Although not reported by Dr. Paine, an interesting bit of information

(Tab B) has been received from our DCM in Bonn. During a visit

was informed that the FRG islOAing at .a lev€1 of partitipatiori in
our post-Apollo program approaching 10% (fin.incial contribution).

While this may, a present, be somewhat ovei blown, an ultimate
decision to contr.bute only half as much would certainly serve as
a stimulus for of ler European nations to "kee]) up with the Jonses".

have attached (1) a brief memorandum (Tab I) from you to the President
which highlights he main points in Dr. Paine's letter and (2) a note
(Tab II) to Dr. P tine advising him that the Pri!sident has seen his report.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

That you sign the memorandum at Tab I.

That you sign the memorandurril at Tab II, but aold it until the President
has noted Dr. Paine's report.

DECLASSIFIED

Authority 1\15C waiver 
B ;0_______NAPA, Date4IM I

_ e



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

The President
The .White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:.

JAN 9 1970

This is to report continuing developments in interna-
tional space cooperation since my letters of August 22
and November 7.

On December 2.5 i met in Ottawa with senior Canadian
officials concerned with space applicitions and develop-.
ment, including the President of the Canadian Treasury
Board,. Mr. Charles Drury (who is the 3enior minister

.respons„ible f.op.rp,peAnqh.ap4 ApvP4-9.1)PAPPA-tIkeir,• :"I'oi.-"Cciiatratti caa tri Mihistér'of National Eiefense, Mr. Leo Cadieux.

As with earlier visits to European ca?itals, my purpose
was to acquaint Canada with U.S. space planning for the
next decade, to ask Canada to associate with Us in this
year's studiEs of future projects, ani so to prepare a
sound basis for more substantial Canalian participation
in the space missions of the 1970's.

I believe thEt, as in Europe, these Llitial conversations
went very well and that we can indeed hope for increased
Canadian interest in the present stud:, phases of our •
work. I later stopped by our Embassy and discussed the
meeting with Ambassador Schmidt, who also anxious to
see Canada wcrking more closely with us. Brief visits
to Australia and Japan next month wil. complete my first
round of preliminary discussions of this character.

. Following up on my earlier report to ;ou of my European
visits in October, we have recently seen concrete
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evidence of European interest
 in participating in future

U.S. programs. Senior officials of both the E
uropean

Space Research Organization 
and the European Launcher

Development Organization hav
e now visit d the United

States at the request of the 
European Space Conference

to examine in depth NASA's pr
oposed space station and

space shuttle programs. On the basis of our discussio
ns,

they expect to develop and re
commend new mechanisms

whereby European interests can
 associate with us in

NASA's preparatory studies. 
I believe such mechanisms

will be readily established 
and will provide an effec-

tive instrument leading tow
ard the increased inter-

national space cooperation yo
u desire.

An important next step will
 be invitations to the

agents of the European Space
 Conference and the bi-

lateral national groups with
 whom we deal (including

Canada, Austra_ia and Japan)
 to attend the quarterly

reviews of NASA's studies o
f future prcgrams in March.

We hope (priva:ely) to use th
is occasicn to lay the

. groundwork for a first info
rmal associEtion, or

nnternational Space Counc
il," to inclyck: the twenty

nOw :with projects.

We hope to be able to guide 
the discus ion at the March

meeting in sucl a way that 
those prescrt will almost

spontaneously generate such
 a council Jor space cooper

a-

tion. This is a delicate matter, a
nd avert U.S. leader-

ship now would almost certain
ly be couLterproductive,

due to European sensitivities o
n such :'elevant issues

as Intelsat. Nevertheless, with careful 
nurture, I

believe that such a council co
uld becale a most impor-

tant and productive step toward
 develo)ing new mechanisms

for substantizlly increased in
ternatiolal space cooperati

on

and that at tle proper time you 
will b: able to display

a new initiative in this area.

Turning now to the Soviet Union,
 I hay: had the first

substantive response to my ser
ies of overtures to

President Kelcysh of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences. By

letter of December 12 Academicia
n Keldjsh has acknow-

ledged this correspondence and th
e matBrials sent to

him on long-r ,nge U.S. space plan
ning. He agrees that

Soviet-American cooperation in sp
ace "bears a limited

character at The present time an
d that there is a need
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for its further development.
tt He accepts my suggestion

that we should meet on this question but 
defers further

discussion of the time and place for "thr
ee or four

months." Hc declines my specific pr-Tosals for discus-

sion of possible Soviet experiments aboard
 NASA planetary

probes, advocating instead an "arm's length"
 relationship

in which NASA and the USSR Academy coord
inate planetary

"goals" and exchange results of unmanned
 planetary

investigatic,ns. We will continue to probe the possibili-

ties here and do all we can to capitaliz
e on any new

opportunitics that may appear.

Respectfully yours,

T. 0. Paine
Administratc.r

•

(ft (7N., ,N1 ri.171 
f:,,ttFirk

'1 1 1
t‘,1
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yEP During the Ambassador's courtesy call Minister Leussink said
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Leussnk thought the negotiations wDuld coma to a successful
-;„ Pg4?..-„Q.4r4'.-441F.,Wi4q1,-Nc.;greP..,4;;...410q1a,.ig.,..*1.34evki-::. 4 •

'inclus in nuclear enercY.'
Leussink said the important thing i3 to insure that EUPATO •
remains firmly in control.
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• Action Token:
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After the Ambassador said that we v-re pleased that Brandt
had highlighted US-Gtroan space coo.leration in his government'
declaration, Leussink said that the main problem is to-dc..-xmine,
how large the German contribution 1,/11 be. He said that a
token contribution of "l" would bo wrong. Ho himself ras

. :

thinking of a "10p limit on cooporAtion. .
-

C OMMEN •
Vr. .,

Later, Lcussink told an Enbassy off..,cer he was expressing an
indication of the nagnitude of FRG :.nterent in the U.S. pont-
Apollo program, and anled how large the U.S. 

budgetmight. , , • .-, • .,

On beilg queried separittely by Emboff, Dr. Schramm, the F.P.G ,_
Scienc: Ministry official in charge of multilateral *space
affair3 (please protect), said the FRG wants to particip:Ite in

Doty:

  FORM
10-64DS.323 ' ' • • El. 1,, 71 OwfOI'cc b1:  14...0f1h3f,!1 5(1,1"iti'C• /

DCM:11Fes3e1clen ECON:SA.:1',-..,7;i11iarnsi 12-22-69 I 3127Z:518:1_ L'(:'?.:•] • •
Ciewances: OEM:GGoldstein 

I.Dan.g2anocC:2:1mn7,r1

. . . .
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the U.S. post—Apollo program on a European basis, so he probably

will be responsible for the negotiations.

In accordance with tie Science Ministry reorganizrtion, still unde
r

way, international ncgotiations will be centered n the international

department under Haunschild rather than in the atomic, space, or

science planning divisions. Bilateral space, negotiations probably

will be handled by Dr. Blatzheim and/or Loosch, but major re
sponsibility

for the substantive pace program remains with Mayer.

Schramm said Leussink is just getting acquainted vith the space

program, and that an internal Science Ministry study is being prepared

recommending the ITIG eventually partake in as much as 10r/S of the U.S.

vost,Apollo program. Since this would require an approximate

quadrupling of the FUG space budget, 10% paTticipatinn is improbable

for the immediate future, in the Pmbassy's opinion. The Ministry for

Education and Sciencl budget for 1970 has just been established at

9.7 billion dollars 3,560 B pm), a 4072 increase over the 1969

budget of 2,126 B DM,

FESSaa-SN

•••••
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March 2, 1970

INFORMATION

Use of Certain
Federal Laboratories

142:61ORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Dr. Dul3ridge has prepared a progress report (Tab A) on
the use of certain 1. ederal laboratories that are to be closed
or sharply curtailed as a result of your decisions to reduce
the NASA budget and to curtail development of offensive
biological warfare capabilities.

The primary value of this report is to Illustrate for you the
resistance of the Federal government to any program reductions,
even if personally directed by you. None of these laboratories
serves any useful purpose and the cumulative reduction in
Federal outlays is small; yet, several departments and agencies
have joined with NASA and DOD to find new rationales for keeping
these facilities active in the Federal sector. We are, of course,
continuing to examine these situations to see if any Leikitimate
economies or valuable new uses are in prospect.

Regarding the ERC Laboratory in Cambridge, Dr. DuBridge
supports the Department of Transportation request that it be
allowed to acquire the Laboratory. BOB is reviewing the request.

Peter M. Flanigan

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed
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SUBJECT: Dr. Dul3ridge's report to the President regarding Use of
Federal Laboratories
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE IIOUSE
WASIIINOTOU

February 18, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR

The President

SUBJECT: Progress Report on the Use of Certain Federal Laboratories

Following your request to examine the options for the future
use of the Electronics Research Laboratory at Cambridge, Massachusetts,
which is being phased out by NASA, we have also been asked by various
agencies to examine the status of other laboratories whose future has
been altered by policy decisions or budget requirements. I will attempt
to review the progress on these matters, all of which have consider-
able interest to the communities involved and to the respective
Congressmen.

1. Electronics Research Center Cambridge, Massa.chusetts.
.This new laboratory facility had just been completed at the time when
budget decisions made it necessary for NASA to announce that it would
be phased out. Governor Schaffer of Massachusetts appealed to you on
this matter and his representatives and the representatives of the city
of Cambridge have discussed the matter with me. It has also been
discussed with the various members of the scientific community and
business community in and around the Boston area and with various
other agencies which might find use for this excellent laboratory.

The ERC was built at a cost of $36 million, not including
$10 million of HUD funds used to clear the land of 100 or so small
business and industrial firms and not counting the $20 million invested
in special equipment for the laboratory. Although the building itself is
new, NASA has been recruiting scientists to work in temporary quarters
and has, in fact, assembled a very high quality group of scientists and
engineers, expert in such fields as electronics, air traffic control,
aeronautics and other subjects. The operating cost for the laboratory
once fully occupied would be on the order of $15 to $20 million a year.
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After a thorough investigation the Department of Transportation
has requested that it be allowed to acquire this laboratory for an extensive
research program in the field of air traffic control and associated
problems in electronics, aeronautics, and other problems in the field
of transportation. DOT can do this by reprogramming funds within
its presently planned fiscal 1971 budget.

In a separate memo to Ken Cole I have indicated my support
of this move, provided certain conditions can be met.

2. Fort Detrick, Maryland.. This laboratory in Maryland is
largely devoted to research and development in the field of chemical
warfare with some facilities also devoted to problems. of biological
warfare. Under your new policy on these matters some of the facilities
and personnel of this laboratory will no longer be needed by the Depart-
ment of Defense.

However, there are at Fort Detrick excellent: biological and
chemical research facilities in which the government has a sizeable
investment. We are investigating the possibility that the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare through the National Institutes of
ljealth may find it advantageous to locate some of their unclassified
research activities there. The matter is still under investigation.

3. Pine Bluff Laboratory, Arkansas. Of the several buildings
at Pine Bluff devoted to biological warfare problems one major facility
previously devoted to the production of biological materials will now
no longer be needed except for portions of it which may be used for
defensive research.

However, the facilities and personnel arc well adapted to
carry on investigations on the protection of populations against diseae
and disease bearing insects and on the protection of crops against
disease infestation due to natural causes or possible enemy action.
The protection of crops and the development of new agents to destroy
agricultural insect infestation is of great interest to the Department
of Agriculture. This department has been depending upon the
Department of Defense for carrying out research in the crop protection
areas -- pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, etc.

The Secretary of Agriculture has submitted a proposal to
the Secretary of Defense that arrangements be made for the transfer
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of all or a large part of this facility to the USDA for research and
experimental production of pesticide and herbicide agents and for
other purposes pertinent to the USDA mission.

The continued operation of this laboratory will require a
budget of about $5 million a year plus about $2 million initial capital
investment for rehabilitation of the laboratory for the new purposes.
Since it is estimated that it would cost many millions of dollars for
the DOD to put this laboratory in "moth balls" and that to continue its
basic maintenance would cost $1 or $2 million a year, it would be
hoped that an arrangement could be .worked out in which both DOD
and the USDA funds could be programmed to keep the laboratory as
an unclassified agricultural research facility. Negotiations are now
in the hands of the two Secretaries. Governor Winthrop Rockefeller,
Senator McClelland and others have been interested in maintaining
this facility which is said to be of great economic value to that area
of Arkansas. There is also hope that under USDA auspices that various
research activities carried on by universities and industries in the
area might be transferred to the laboratory.

4. Mississippi. Test Facil z This facility built at a large cost
by NASA for the purpose of testing Saturn launch vehicles will not be
-needed after this corning year. This facility is of great economic
importance to that .area of Mississippi which suffered gricviously as
a result of Hurricane Camille. Rebuilding of the area has been
halted by the uncertainty about the future of MTF which is the primary
employer in that region. Again the mothballing of such facility would
be expensive to the government and to the economy of the area and
NASA is carrying on discussions with several agencies which might
jointly be able to use this facility for such things as Marine studies
in the Gulf of Mexico, environmental and ecological research in the
Gulf Region and also possibly as a laboratory facility to be used jointly
by an association of universities in the Gulf states area. Operating
costs of continuing the laboratory would be approximately $10 million a year
and there are promising funding arrangements being investigated.

71Lee A. DuBride'e--
Science Adviser


